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The Serbian Society for Aesthetics of Architecture and Visual Arts as 
established ith the intentions of forming, develo ment and im lementation 
of interdisci linary and trans-disci linary scientific theoretical researches 
of architecture and visual arts in the national culture, and also at the 
international, global and cosmo olitan level. In rogram sense aesthetics  
in aesthetics of architecture and aesthetics of visual arts syntagms is 

ostulated as general and o en theoretical inter- and trans- disci linary 
theoretical ractice. In contem orary hybrid aesthetic studies frame orks 
there emerge the criti ue debates of architecture, art, culture, media, 
society, oetics, theory, hiloso hy and aesthetics of architecture and 
visual arts. No adays aesthetics is redefined and re-contextuali ed from 
the hiloso hical science or hiloso hical aesthetics on sensorial cognition 
and consideration of the natural and human orld into theoretical ractice 
of analysis, criticism, deconstruction, inter retation and debate of com lex 
disci linary, cultural, architectural and art a aratuses and discourses. 

he ros ective of contem orary aesthetics are not single gender ones but 
belong to com letely different scientific theoretical latforms the starting 

oints of hich could be in hiloso hy, the humanities, cultural studies 
and media studies, namely in the ractices and theories of architecture 
and art. hen today one s eaks about aesthetics of architecture and visual 
arts it concerns the a lied  theories. I.e. the a lied aesthetics, a lied 

hiloso hy, critic theory and hybrid theori ing.

he ork of The Serbian Society for Aesthetics of Architecture and Visual 
Arts is for the first time resented to ublic by the thematic block re ared 
f or SAJ.

he thematic block is the construct of the virtual conference ithin the 
context of hich it is debated about the issues of contem orary aesthetics 
of architecture, visual arts and the humanities. he ob ective of the textual 
debates in SAJ theme is roblemi ing characteristic issue of contem orary 
architecture, contem oraneity, hiloso hy of architecture and art, hiloso hy 
of s orts and criti ue art theory. he authors of the scientific debates come 
from diverse cultural contexts of contem orary global and transitional 

orld: from Serbia ( ako, Dedić, uvaković), Slovenia ( r avec, reft), 
ermany (Steiner) and Armenia ebanon ( arutyunyan). he authors of the 

texts s eak for the issues of aesthetics of architecture ( ako), hiloso hy 
of architecture ( uvaković), hiloso hy of s orts and architecture ( reft), 
aesthetics and hiloso hy of contem orary art ( r avec), criti ue theori ing 
of s ace (Steiner), theori ing of interdisci linary art studies and media 
studies (Dedić) and theory of contem orary art architecture through the 
notion Site- riting ( arutyunyan). In other terms, inter transcultural and 
inert transtheoretical a roaches have been offered as rogram latform 
for the future Society ork.
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AESTHETICS IN ARCHITECTURE: 
CONTEMPORARY RESEARCH ISSUES

A B S T R A C T

he aim of this article is to rovide an overvie  regarding 
research into aesthetic issues concerning architecture, urban 
design, and environment in general. For this ur ose, the 
article focuses on the eriod of the last t elve years, as a 

eriod of intensive research into the named issues using ne  
hiloso hical ositions and values of interculturality. It seems 

that in that eriod research in aesthetics of architecture shifted 
into com lex interdisci linary fields develo ing ne  theoretical 
ideas enriching at the same time rocesses of creative ractice.

University of Belgrade - Faculty of Architecture 

original scientific article 

approval date 14 05 2012 

UDK BROJEVI: 72.01 ID BROJ: 194947596
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Contem orary ideas on issues regarding as ects and rinci les of aesthetic 
thinking in on architecture are mainly develo ing according to the theoretical, 
hiloso hical, and inter cultural vie s of the last fe  decades of the t entieth 

century. he more interesting oint is that these vie s liberated scholars 
from thinking on aesthetics in architecture based on the strict nominal 
values regarding rinci les of gestalt  theory. Once being the rimal field 
of investigation hat creates the absolute universal conce t of beauty in 
architecture, as the research in ro er ro ortions, or in the theory of form 
in general and articularly suitable for various functions, or hat makes the 
artistic conce t forming a city, vanished. ven the issues regarding em athy 
and other conce ts of creativity and aesthetic evaluation of this kind develo ed 
in the first half of the t entieth century, do not hold strongly in ne  discussions 
on architecture and our built environment.     

his osition shifted the interest of researchers and scholars into the field of 
ex erimentation and theoretical s eculation, incor orating into discussion 
on architecture and urban design broader issues from a variety of different 
disci lines. A number of ne  notions regarding the as ects of creativity, 

erce tion, and evaluation of architectural and urban design and their social 
and cultural role emerged. he close collaboration bet een hiloso hers and 
architects in the last uarter of the t entieth century o ened that ossibility, 
and redefined many as ects and rinci les on hich the disci line of building 
has been based. his ervasion of hiloso hy, architecture, and urban design 
brought u  ideas and notions hich the international modernism band from 
the theoretical ex loration and ractice. any ideas and a roaches to the 
essence of man s erce tion of architecture as a com lex environment, 

hich have been develo ed by the avant-garde movements on the beginning 
of the t entieth century came back into the focus of the scholars and 
architects. e can say that dynamic of contem orary life turned back into 
the creativity of architects and urban designers, ho ever sometimes in a 

ay hich challenge the essence of our revious understanding hat these 
fields of human activity are. 

his dynamic vision and ractice of architecture and urban develo ment 
generated ne  ideas and notions hat the aesthetics linked to them can be. 

hen Derrida and Baudrillard, for exam le, aid their attention on architecture 
and urban environment as a cultural henomenon of the time, the definition 
of aesthetic as ects regarding their contem orary value shifted into the ne  
s eculative field. No more form defined by functional dictate, but antici ated 
dynamic activity of the user- artici ant  no more erce tual solidity of form 
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and cultural meaning, but the notion of aesthetics of disa earance and 
uid erce tual ualities. hat brought old issues into ne  focus, and the 

redefinition of aesthetic values in architecture and urban environment took 
over. From the erfectly  formed ob ect, architecture become inter reted 
as a cultural erformance ith various functions and meanings  from the 
artistically formed hole, urban structure become a dynamic environment 
mirroring contem orary cultural, technological, and commercial activities. 
Ne  aesthetic terms and vocabulary has been established, becoming a driving 
force of research in ne  henomenon and understanding hat the erce tion 
and ex erience of s ace and form, s ace and human body, ne  structuralism 
and disa earance of form can be.  

Develo ed mainly on international aesthetic conferences, e can em hasi e a 
fe  general to ics regarding ideas on architecture and urban design. o ever, 
main a roach to the investigation of issues in uestion is ositioned according 
to the ideas of inter multi trans cultural existence and develo ment of aesthetic 
henomenon in architecture and urban design in the contem orary orld. he 

general intellectual atmos here in hich the debates are holding is created 
in regard to the conscious idea that one should learn from different cultural 
ex eriences. Need for com arison of aesthetic ideas emerging from various 
cultural inter retations and ex erience values become a o erful driving 
force in the research of everyday transformation of contem orary societies. 

lobali ation and regionali ation are side by side rocesses in uencing 
develo ment of ne  aesthetic visions, values, and ex eriences, and that idea 
has been dee ly rooted into contem orary research a roaches and rocesses.
In that context, a number of investigations are launched trying to research 
ho  historical cultural articularities re ect and in uence contem orary 
understanding of architecture and urban design in their cultural and trans 
cultural com lexity. xistence of ossible universal values, cultural differences 
and similarities in the inter retation of aesthetic henomenon and meanings, 
are researched according to the contem orary rocesses of social and olitical 
transformations as a global fact. In that sense, articular value roves the 
investigation of erce tual issues as the basis for every aesthetic ex erience, 
aider as a ure hysiological or cultural uality. It establishes the basis for a 
com lex investigation of creativity as an aesthetic issue, articularly in the 
societies in the rocess of olitical, ideological, social and cultural transition, 
taking lace in the last t enty years. 

his rocess raises many issues and ideas trying to reevaluate ones, 
mostly ideologically, leading architectural and urban theories and ractice. 
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Domination of social housing, for exam le, in the general develo ment of 
socialistic societies and their urban environment, is under ne  research sco e 
trying to establish sustainable cultural and aesthetic values according to the 
contem orary conditions of olitical and ideological transition in hich the 
ma ority of uro ean states are living today. itnessing an enormous activity 
and structural transformation of earlier carefully lanned urban structures, 
the research of this interdisci linary henomenon seems inevitable. It is 
evident that needs of contem orary life and economy takes over the earlier 
established idealistic a roach to modern urbanism, not only by inter olation 
of ne  buildings into the free s ace of the garden city , but also changing 
the functional, social, and cultural matrix of huge arts of urban structures. 

o ever, the uestions related to the as ects of aesthetic evaluation of this 
henomenon, should be based on various ne  ex erience values, not only as 
erce tual but also as ne  social and cultural ualities.   

earning from the ast becomes a articularly im ortant issue, es ecially 
hen regarding the inter multi trans cultural osition of architecture and 

urban environment. he goal of researching traditional urban matrix and 
architectural structures is not any more ust to reach kno ledge im ortant for 
the reservation of that cultural heritage. It is no  the research into issues of 
sustainability, cultural and ecological, formed by the long lasting ex erience 
of eo le living under articular historical and natural conditions, mainly 
lost in the era off international modernism. ransition of that ex erience 
into contem orary society roves as a very im ortant one, re ecting on ne  
modes of self sufficient build environment. o ever, these investigations are 
o ening ne  re ections on aesthetic issues, hich become a driving force in 
develo ment of contem orary ideas on architecture and urban environment.   

One of the rocesses challenging conventional aesthetic values regarding 
architecture is related to the change of existing functions of buildings. 
It seems that in this field ractice sur ass the theoretical discussion and 
research into aesthetic rinci les of this rocess. o ever, the com lexity 
of the issue, articularly if related to the as ects of cultural and technological 
sustainability, is an argument for dee er research into all social and aesthetic 
conse uences of this henomenon. his issue is articularly urgent hen 
talking about the industrial building heritage and its technological facilities. 

s ecially in the countries under olitical, economical, and social transition, 
this kind of heritage disa ears fast. Being not substantially researched, the 
cultural significance and aesthetic otential of this building ractice is not 
recogni ed, causing its degradation or demolition. Research into this issue 
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can also bring u  ne  methodologies and a roaches, aider in ractice or 
education, hich seems to be a substantially im ortant field for contem orary 
architectural theory and aesthetics.

Contem orary aesthetics enters the field of creativity and e istemology in the 
search for the nature of aesthetic intention, as the foundation of every aesthetic 
activity. Com lexity of this issue raises many uestions regarding mainly the 

rocesses in forming conce ts, leading to the final architectural and urban 
design a earance as a materiali ed cultural henomenon. In that context, 
investigation in the field regarding the relationshi  bet een architectural 
creativity and education seems to be of interest, rising u  uestions looking on 
the rocess of conce tuali ing ideas in a broader cultural context. he issues 
of interdisci linary a roach to the architectural education, the in uence 
of other arts and design fields, of theories and fundamental erce tual and 
functional ualities, are recogni ed as the main factors in the rocess of 
defining the aesthetic intention, creative as ects, and conce ts of design. hey 
are at the same time tools for establishing the as ects of aesthetic evaluation, 
as the final ste  in the creative rocess. A areness of such a structure of a 
creative rocess, can lead to ards educational rograms develo ing com lex 
thinking and individual creative o er, able to re ect on contem orary 
dynamic cultural environment. 

Close to these issues, research into the relationshi  bet een architecture and 
consumerism and commercialism finds its im ortant lace. Not only that the 
research takes into the contem orary significance of these issues as an im ortant 
art in the rocess of designing, but also as a manifestation of articular 

cultural value. It seems that consumerism and commercialism develo ed as a 
o er controlling in some ay the formation of aesthetic taste, res ond, and 

needs of a ma ority in contem orary societies, becoming a strong force in the 
rocess of globali ation. hese issues are related to articular significance of 

contem orary media trough hich ideas in architecture, art, and design are 
resented to the ublic, hich brings them into the dynamic focus of the global 

information society. Does this rocess establish an global matrix of universal 
aesthetic values, or does it lead to ards controlled everyday changeability of 
taste is still an o en issue.

Only further research and discussion regarding the nature of aesthetic taste and 
ho  it forms in contem orary environment, can ans er on uestions related 
to the essence of creativity and its link to consumerism and commercialism. 
Can they hel  in generating values of high art or are they condemned to 
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be identified as develo ers of mass roduced kitsch in our everyday urban 
environment, are uestions aiting for discussion. ntering also the field of 
ethics and its essential role in the develo ment of aesthetic ideas, this issue 
roves to be a highly com lex one. hat ay it also contributes to the research 

efforts regarding general environmental issues.

Research undertaken in the last decade, roves the im ortance of the 
environmental aesthetic issues. his field of interest is extremely com lex, 
and it integrates different sub fields ranging from the issues regarding natural 
environment, through the research in ecology and its relationshi  ith aesthetics, 
to urban and cultural environmental ideas. It also involves ideas relating ne  
technologies and sustainability in architecture and urban environment, aider on 
the global level and regarding cultural and climate articularities. Relationshi  
bet een these issues and aesthetical and ethical conce ts seems to be rimal 
research field, looking on aesthetics as a ne  o er generating ideas hich can 
bring sustainable urban develo ment into function. Aesthetics in this context 
can be thought as a main com onent in the search for sustainable solutions 
because through it one can establish balance bet een technologies as roducts 
of human industrial ca acities, ecology as a necessary com onent if the 
humanity ishes to survive, and cultural environment, global and articular, 
as the generator of future develo ments of ideas.

his general context of investigation deals ith a number of uestions 
related to the issues discussing relationshi  bet een city and nature trough 
their com lex s atial, ecological, and cultural ervasions. he enormous 
develo ment of cities creating urban environment ith various, sometimes 
com letely different conce ts for each art of the same urban hole regarding 
their functional and historical articularities, brings u  ne  issues and ays of 
inter retation of the essence of architecture, urban design, and nature. It also 
develo s our understanding hat the aesthetic can be hen included into the 
rocess of a dynamic environmental develo ment.

In this context, all as ects of contem orary commercialism, advertising 
and branding, find its lace in our ne  ex erience of the city as a centre of 
economical o er. o ever, it is not only the issue of relationshi  bet een 
architecture and ne  forms of ublic street advertising, often aggressive, 

hich is in the focus of research into the erce tual henomenon of merchant 
leading cities. here are different cultural issues and meanings regarding the 
multi inter trans cultural nature of contem orary megalo olis. he cultural 
exchange, articularly on the level of ordinary visitors to these cities, brings u  
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extremely im ortant issues, ho  and in hat ay e erceive and aesthetically 
reacting on cultural differences on a large urban scale.

Ne  methodologies are established researching the ossibility of urban 
regeneration through direct involvement of art as a form of ublic erformance. 
It brings back the essential meaning of ublic s aces as laces here the olitical, 
cultural, and social erformance occur, articularly in and after renaissance time. 
Im ortance of these a roaches raises from the fact that ublic art erformance 
as a social and cultural henomenon generates ne  aesthetic values ithin 
everyday urban environment. Further research in this field ill o en discussion 
of its limits and ossibilities in the rocess of urban develo ment.

Indicated research issues are roving the im ortance of aesthetic ideas regarding 
architecture and urban environment in their further develo ment. Research 
of aesthetic ideas, hich are essentially related to the cultural existence of 
men, o ens the ossibility for revalori ation of theoretical ositions on issues 
regarding essential rocesses of architectural creativity, erce tion of our 
contem orary built environment, and their further develo ment.
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ART AND AESTHETICS: 
THREE RECENT PERSPECTIVES

A B S T R A C T

he author sketches the develo ment of the relationshi  
bet een art and aesthetics in the recent ast. As his starting 
oint, he takes the osition that artists established in the 

sixties in relation to hiloso hical aesthetics. In his vie  1980 
re resented a historical threshold as concerns transformations 
both in art and its hiloso hy. e then discusses three theories of 
art and aesthetics  Nicolas Bourriaud s relational aesthetics  
from the nineties, Jac ues Ranci re s aesthetic ro ect from the 
follo ing decade, and the very recent theory of contem orary 
art  develo ed by erry Smith. In author s o inion, these three 
aesthetic or art theories not only dis rove the ervasive o inion 
that contem orary aesthetics understood as hiloso hy of art is 
once more se arated from contem orary art and the art orld, 
but also manifest their factual im ort and im act in contem orary 
discussions on art.

Institute of Philoso hy  Research Center of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts 

original scientific article 

approval date 01 08 2012 
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In a statement made famous, Barnett Ne man exclaimed that aesthetics is to 
the artist as ornithology is to the birds.  Since its enunciation around 1952 this 
claim has been reiterated on innumerable occasions. Its original addressee as 
Susan anger and its intent as to denigrate attem ts to introduce semiotics 
and linguistics into art criticism and aesthetics. It as often also inter reted as 
criticism of the beautiful on the art of Ne man and his embracement of the 
sublime, although it as most fre uently taken as a criticism of aesthetics as 
such. Nonetheless, such a situation as more ty ical of the United States or the 
United ingdom and their hiloso hical em ire  (Richard Shusterman) than 
of continental hiloso hy, aesthetics included. In recent decades the Anglo-
American em ire  also under ent a change not yet discernible in Ne man s 
statement: today olitical, moral, and ethical udgments have come to fill the 
vacuum of aesthetic udgment in a ay that as unthinkable forty years ago. 1

hat ha ened in forty years  ay e claim that artists no longer see aesthetics 
as something irrelevant, as Ne man robably did  he ans er is affirmative. 
Arthur C. Danto recalls that after 19 4 hiloso hical books of the austere 
and technical order  began to be reem ted by the art orld and made its 
o n, it as as though some dee  transformation in artistic consciousness had 
taken lace. A holly different relationshi  bet een hiloso hy and art  
no  seemed to exist. It as almost as if hiloso hy ere someho  no  art 
of the art orld,  hereas in 19 4 hiloso hy stood outside that orld and 
addressed it from across an alienating distance. 2

In s ite of aesthetics and related theories finding  as Danto itnesses  a 
res onse and a reciation in art, this relationshi  remains uncertain: in the 
last three decades, i.e. since the cultural ex losion of the late seventies and 
early eighties, hen ostmodern artistic ractices and theories reigned, most 
aesthetic theories have once again left the ath along hich they had alked 
together ith art. In the last t o decades hiloso hy of art has a arently 
gone its o n ay, leaving contem orary artistic ractices to rely on s oradic 
instances of art criticism or on rare hiloso hical theories that attem ted to 
selectively gras  contem orary artistic henomena. his had much to do 

ith the current situation in art, bringing to mind the mentioned observation 
that olitical, moral and ethical udgments have come to fill the vacuum of 
aesthetic udgment,  for has not the redominant recent and contem orary art 
really become olitically, morally and ethically involved, fre uently focusing 
on to ics related to social, ethnic, olitical and other issues hich make it 
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a ear to be olitical and olitici ed  not in the sense of the t entieth-century 
master narratives but in the meaning of ichel Foucault s micro hysics 
of o er  In other ords, is it not true that art of today still strives, very 
much in the tradition of modernism, romanticism and the avant-gardes, to 
be rovocative, critical, artisan, subversive and involved  It a arently 
continues to retain its ob ectives from modernity, even if most often ithout 
e uivalent theoretical su ort.

o ascertain ho  the story  one of the ossible stories  of some artistic, 
aesthetic and hiloso hical ositions unfolded in the last t o decades, I shall 
sketch some of the common reliminary circumstances and then some theories 
that detected and articulated them. I thus intend to revisit three theories hich 
have in uenced  and are still in uencing  not only global vie s and o inions 
about contem orary aesthetics, but e ually or more intensely vie s about art 
and culture, reali ing this not in the sense of determining hat is good or bad 
art, but hat is to be considered art as such.

In the ast four decades the big shifts from modernism and modernity to the 
resent contem oraneity occurred. oday a term missing on this ath from 

modernity to contem oraneity seems to be ostmodernism. Nonetheless, in 
s ite of fre uent criticism, it should not be forgotten that ostmodernism 
emerged as the great liberator from the suffocating modern totali ations and 
high modernism. In the ords of olfgang elsch from 1988, Postmodernity 
is traversed by the kno ledge that totality cannot come ithout establishing as 
the absolute a certain articularity, hich is then related to the destruction of 
other articularities. 3 

Postmodernism in uro e emerged as a theoretical and ractical novelty in the 
seventies. After a fe  years it as re laced by cautious and reluctant admissions 
of the factual emergence of the ostmodern ne comer, com lemented 
by celebratory raise for ostmodernism as a ne  and liberating cultural 
aradigm. A critical attitude to ards it nonetheless remained strong. he main 

claim against it as the incom leteness and therefore the still actual relevance 
of the ro ect of modernity. his attitude as also itnessed by alternative or 
com lementary re ective articulations  some still being ith us  such as 

arallel modernities,  second modernity,  or, as in the case of China, that of 
moderni ation.

Such cultural issues have been connected to olitical issues in the sense that 
they ere related to the end of ideologies, the clash of civili ations, the end 
of arxism as the main master narrative of the revious century, the related 
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fall of revolutionary socialism and its industrialist ideological su orts, the 
sur rise at discovering limits to the neoliberal olitical and economic agenda, 
as ell as the lack of viable olitical ro ects and ideas ca able of re lacing it 
or at least offering a sustainable alternative to it: is this to be a revival of the 
relevance of arxism, communism and of the class struggle as recently argued 
by Alain Badiou and Slavo  i ek, or s ontaneous outbursts of social revolts 
of the multitude as conce tuali ed by ichael ardt and Antonio Negri and 
discussed by Paolo Virno, or something as yet unthought  And here does art 
stand in this

o  can e determine the cultural delineations of the last four decades 
and es ecially those related to aesthetics  A starting oint can be the rise of 
ostmodern ideas and ostmodernism. he fascination ith ostmodernism 

and its incessant attem ts at establishing its identity by demarcating itself from 
modernity erha s revealed as much about modernity as about ostmodernism. 
From the contem orary ers ective it ould a ear that ostmodernism as 
essentially a transient henomenon, but at the same time one that re resented a 
cultural marker of a dee er historical shift: from industrial society and national 
cultures and economies to the ost-industrial and information society and, of 
course, to multinational ca ital and globalism.

In the early eighties one of the central theoretical issues as the uestion of the 
existence and nature of ostmodernism as the most recent cultural dominant. 

he as yet undecided res onse to this uery has almost rohibited a similar 
uestioning in our current historical situation. In order to establish hat some of 

the ossible ans ers to this uestion may be, I ill brie y discuss three theories 
that have ca tured the attention of audiences that may be broader or different 
from one of aestheticians. I ill thus be discussing relational aesthetics  as 
develo ed by Nicolas Bourriaud in the nineties, Jac ues Ranci re s aesthetics 
from the ast decade and erry Smith s theory of contem orary art develo ed 
mainly in the last fe  years.

o of these authors, Bourriaud and Ranci re, ex licitly regard their theories 
as aesthetic ones. hat of the former is an endeavor undertaken by a curator, 
editor and art critic, hile Jac ues Ranci re is a hiloso her. he third author, 

erry Smith, is a historian of art and architecture (and kno n in the ast mostly 
for his book Making the Modern, 1993). hile hardly mentioning aesthetics, 
he nonetheless ex licitly or im licitly discusses issues of essential relevance 
to contem orary hiloso hy and theory of art. It is orth noting that Smith 
em loys an abundance of artistic exam les to establish and ersuasively 
su ort his vie s.
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In all three cases the theories offered are mainly devoted to visual art, taking 
such kind of art as a rivileged artistic domain. Only Ranci re is to some extent 
an exce tion, for he also uses literature as an im ortant oint of reference. 
All three authors take into consideration contem orary or recent art, thereby 
offering their theories as theories that are to in uence the hiloso hical and 
the theoretical communities as ell as various art orlds. he authors of the 
three theories also discuss contem orary global art. For them there no longer 
exists a recogni able border bet een the art of the First, the Second and the 

hird orlds  instead they see contem orary artists and art as rogressively 
becoming inextricably linked and combined, making the demarcation bet een 
various arts of the globe im ossible or irrelevant.

2.

If e say that a historical eriod hich marks a transformation in relation 
to the ast and to the future is a time of rofound change, then the eriod 
in art and culture around 1980 as such a time. Its cultural dominant, 
ostmodernism, as the last cultural aradigm that as essentially created and 

almost exclusively theori ed ithin the uro ean and American context.

Postmodernism, as a conce t and em irical fact, emerged in the realm of 
architecture, by this very fact itnessing to a cultural stance irreverent 
as regards the revious dominant literary artistic and cultural aradigm. In 
1977 British architect and critic Charles Jencks ublished a book entitled The 
Language of Post-Modern Architecture. he term ostmodern  immediately 
became a cultural catch ord, for it conce tually crystalli ed in a single ord 
a multitude of similar although unrelated cultural and social henomena. As 
Jencks ex lained in a later edition of this book, hen I first rote this book in 
1975 and 197  the ord and conce t of Post- odernism had only been used, 

ith any fre uency, in literary criticism. ost erturbing, as I later realised, 
it had been used to mean Ultra- odern , referring to the extremist novels of 

illiam Burroughs and a hiloso hy of nihilism and anti-convention. hile 
I as a are of these ritings, of Ihab assan and others, I used the term to 
mean the o osite of all this: the end of avant-garde extremism, the artial 
return to tradition and the central role of communicating ith the ublic  and 
architecture is the ublic art. 4

he role of architecture as the birth lace of ostmodernism as highlighted 
also in hiloso hy and cultural theory. hus J rgen abermas begins his 
rogrammatic lecture essay on odernity  An Incom lete Pro ect  from 

1980 by stating: In 1980, architects ere admitted to the Biennial in Venice, 
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follo ing ainters and filmmakers. he note sounded at this first Architecture 
Biennial as one of disa ointment. I ould describe it by saying that those 
that exhibited in Venice formed an avant-garde of reversed fronts. . . . A critic 
advanced a thesis hose significance reaches beyond this articular event  
it is a diagnosis of our times: Postmodernity definitely resents itself as 
Antimodernity . 5

et another analysis of ostmodern architecture as offered by Fredric 
Jameson, ho claimed that architecture . . . remains the rivileged aesthetic 
language.  Jameson also s oke of a ostmodern s ace , relating it to the 
notion of the sublime in the sense that it defers a cognitive ma ing.

In many ays architecture  often in the sense of cor orate ostmodernism  
 as the initial aradigm of ostmodernism: it as, as Jencks acutely noticed, 

the ublic art, meaning that it as focused on the ublic and the users (and 
therefore the market)  it as averse to avant-garde ex erimentation, it allo ed 
or even cherished ornaments and embellishments, it furthermore demolished 
the barrier bet een the inside and the outside and romoted the aesthetici ation 
of our lived environment, hich ent hand in hand ith the embellishment of 
the ob ects of our uotidian life and the aesthetici ation of the human body.

In this sense, ostmodernism re resented much of hat as considered 
negative hen vie ed from ithin the tradition of critical theory and avant-
gardes. hile this vie  could be correct hen regarded from a estern 

uro ean or American vie oint, it became uestionable hen regarded 
from hird or Second orld ers ectives: in Cuba, for exam le, the term 

ostmodernism as avoided because of its associations ith the U.S. 
In China it as understood in the sense of modern , hile in the former 

uro ean socialist countries its irreverent treatment of ruling ideas (cultural or 
olitical), its fondness for eclecticism and its anything goes  a roach made 

it a liberating social and cultural theory. Postmodernism as furthermore 
elcomed in small cultures, hich have in the modernist ast al ays 
racticed a cultural olicy of a ro riation and eclecticism. Suddenly their 

former cultural ractice, hich had until then been inter reted as a sym tom 
of a lack of originality, of co ying larger cultures and of being late-comers, 

as suddenly transformed into a marker of being active artici ants in the 
most recent cultural invention and trend.

In the eighties ygmunt Bauman hy othesi ed that the essential characteristic 
of ostmodernism as that it re resented a oint in history in hich the 
uestion of the end of modernity could be osited and thought for the first 
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time  and that it as this ossibility hich re resented the actual essence of 
ostmodernism. In classical modernity, argued Bauman, nothing conceivable 

existed beyond it.7 

Regarded from a contem orary ers ective, such observation a ears 
very true: ostmodernism, ostmodernity and their theories  be it those of 
Bauman, Jameson, elsch, yotard or others  a ear to exist today rimarily 
as interrelated criti ues of modernity and modernism and not as ositing of 
alternative theoretical edifices that ould or could subvert materiali ations of 
the enormous inventions of modern develo ment. It also a ears that hile 
much of ostmodern art is eclectic and offers meaning instead of the modernist 
truth, today at the same time it reveals something about its transcendental 
conditions and its historical and existential contexts  someho  it reveals truth 

here it seemed there as none to be searched for, only a ure or o a ue 
surface. Often such truth is related to the ostmodern ackno ledging instances 
of otherness related to differences in sub ectivity.

Postmodernism today resembles modernism and modernity. ven Fredric 
Jameson, robably the most in uential ostmodern author, is today seen  
as a modernist figure and theorist. Is not his recurring tri artite scheme a 
ty ical egelian triadic construction, ith the ostmodern cultural dominant 
ossessing all the modernist rerogatives and ostmodernism revealing the 

historical necessity of its ontological blindness as concerns its inner artistic 
nature and its obligatory nature of not seeing  in the sense of not ma ing 
its lace in its here and no  Does not his theory, ust as ostmodernism 
itself, increasingly resemble a modified and critically transformed discourse 
of modernity

3.

Relational aesthetics  as a notion resented for the first time in 199  and 
develo ed in Nicolas Bourriaud s book of the same title ublished in French 
in 1998 and in nglish in 2002. Bourriaud, a French art critic, curator and 
editor, has also authored other books (the more recent Postproduction, for 
exam le). A conce t related to Bourriaud s, but one that never gained similar 
international attention, as Context unst , coined by the Austrian art critic 
and curator Peter eibel and ublicly resented at an exhibition by the same 
name in ra , Austria, in 1993.

I should note that in my discussion of Bourriaud s relational aesthetics  
I ill be relying almost exclusively on the book by this title, for over time 
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Bourriaud s vie s changed and sometimes contradicted each other. Referring 
thus to a single ork of his ill facilitate our discussion of his basic tenets.

Bourriaud s book is consciously a ork hose intention is to theoretically, 
erha s even hiloso hically, re ect u on the art of its time, i.e. the nineties. 

In his vie  the art of his time is characterised by a ronounced establishment 
of relations and communication bet een the artist and the ublic. As the author 
states in the fore ord to the book, the misunderstandings concerning the art 
of the nineties arose out of the lack of theoretical discourse. In his vie , the 
ma ority of critics and hiloso hers ere averse to tackling contem orary 
artistic ractices, hich thus mostly remained unreadable.

Bourriaud intended to com ensate for this deficiency and develo  a theory 
hich ould to some extent hiloso hically gras  and lausibly ex lain hat 

he sa  to be not only a tem orary henomenon  i.e. the art of the nineties, 
ith relational art  being the s ecificity that emerged in that decade  but 

an art that in his o inion ossessed a more substantial historical significance. 
e claimed that today history seems to have taken a ne  turn. After the 

area of relations bet een umanity and deity, and then bet een umankind 
and the ob ect, artistic ractice is no  focused on the s here of inter-human 
relations, as illustrated by artistic activities that have been in rogress since 
the early 1990s. 8

Bourriaud thus roclaimed the art of the nineties to be the essential instance 
and materiali ation of relational art and thus also the rivileged ob ect of 
relational aesthetics, in this res ect someho  re eating egel s thesis about the 
develo ment of the self-consciousness of the mind but  similarly to Ranci re s 
notion of the aesthetic regime of art   not ositing a historical closure to its 
develo ment. Bourriaud claimed that relationality as a universal feature of 
art, one that as o ened u  in art by the Italian renaissance, only that in that 
case art as not yet creating intersub ective relationshi s but those bet een 
art and the ob ects it de icted. By his tri artite historical scheme Bourriaud 
follo ed in the footste s of other recent French theorists, such as R gis Debray 
(Vie et mort de l’image, 1991), and Jac ues Ranci re, ho divided history 
into similarly conceived regimes, even if in Ranci re the historical divisions 
bet een them ere blurred. Ranci re thus referred to the ethical regime of 
images , the re resentative regime of art , and the aesthetic regime of art  
that did not necessarily follo  each other but could tem orally overla .

Bourriaud s relational aesthetics  and his notion of relational art  have 
been sub ected to innumerable revie s and criticisms, and also served as 
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the basis for other critical discourses. In s ite of many obvious fallacies and 
contradictions inherent to his book, the latter not only generated interest 
among theorists, but as also ell received by artists, curators, critics and 
the so-called art orld  in general. It as the 2002 nglish ublication of 
Relational Aesthetics that ut the book on the global art ma  and turned it into 
an im ortant oint of reference for those ith an interest not only in the most 
recent fine arts and ne  technologies ( hich ere Bourriaud s main oints of 
reference), but also those involved ith erformance art and even theater. he 
success of Bourriaud s book also confirmed his observation about the lack of 
theoretical discourse on the art of the nineties  a eriod hen creative art 

as emerging not only from estern uro e and the United States, but also 
from the former Soviet bloc countries, ith the latter being sub ected to more 
develo ed theoretical re ection. he lack of critical theoretical res onse to 
the art of the nineties erha s had something to do also ith the still vibrant 

ostmodern ideas and the thesis that the art of that time as only a chain of 
meaningless signifiers, not allo ing for a cognitive ma ing that could e ual 
that of the class consciousness as theori ed by y rgy uk cs, artistically 
making itself visible in its co-tem oral modernist manifestations. On the one 
hand, estern artists ere confronted ith the olitici ed art coming from the 
former or resent socialist countries, and on the other ith the critical art of the 
neo-avant-garde tradition and its forms of resistance. Curators, furthermore, 
became the crucial artistic figures of the nineties, turning themselves into roles 

reviously reserved for film or theatre directors and setting u  their almost 
rivate exhibitions, establishing in this ay the ronounced dominance of the 

curator ho re laced the revious ersona of the modernist art critic. Since 
the curator became the ivotal figure of the art orld, it as not unex ected 
that he also attem ted to articulate the theoretical ositions hich ere to 
create, re ect u on and su ort the rinci les of his curatorial ractices. 
Nicolas Bourriaud did ust that and this fact became one of the sources of the 
im act his book made and continues to make in the orld, be it the orld of 
art or of academia.

In his book The Century (2005) Alain Badiou oints out that the redominant 
art of the modernist art of the t entieth century did not a ear in the form of 

a material ork but in the form of an act, as some kind of erformance. Boris 
roys similarly claims  but in relation to contem orary art  that installation 

art and erformance art are the authentic and the dominant art forms of our 
contem oraneity.9 In this res ect Bourriaud conforms to this vie  and confirms 
such observation.
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Bourriaud has advocated erformativity, social contexts, transitivity 
and dialogue over the limitations of traditional modernist values such as 
individualism and ob ecthood. Bourriaud finds em irical su ort for relational 
aesthetics in the art of the nineties, and theoretical su ort es ecially in F lix 

uattari s hiloso hy. According to uattari, it is illusory to aim at a ste -
by-ste  transformation of society. he only realistic o tions are microsco ic 
attem ts of the community and neighborhood committee ty e, such as the 
organi ation of day-nurseries in the faculty and the like, hich lay in his 
o inion an absolutely critical role.

If in any, then e are ith Bourriaud in the inverted cosmos of ichel 
Foucault s micro hysics of o er, a cosmos in hich  to use exam les from 
Bourriaud  the artist Rirkit iravani a re ares a meal and invites visitors 
to share it ith them, or hen abriel Oro co uts an orange on the stalls 
of a deserted Bra ilian market,  or slings a hammock in the o a garden 
in Ne  ork. 10 According to Bourriaud, ith such gestures the artist acts 
in the small s ace of everyday life that is determined by the su erstructure, 

ith this one consisting of and being determined by the large  exchanges. In 
other ords, hat Bourriaud is romoting is an art that does not strive to be a 
art of modern uto ias or that ould ant to resist current social antinomies 

(and therefore continue the avant-garde tradition of modernism), but one that 
is content to create microto ias . In Ranci re s ords, in Bourriaud art no 
longer tries to res ond to an excess of commodities and signs but rather to a 
lack of bonds. As Bourriaud  uts it: hrough little services rendered, the 
artists fill in the cracks in the social bond . 11

A related criticism is aimed at Bourriaud by Claire Bisho . In her vie   hich 
is less olitical than Ranci re s and that I find to be among the most relevant 
and ertinent  the main roblem ith Bourriaud s theory and the artistic 
exam les he chooses is that he romotes art that re uires a unified sub ect as 
a rere uisite for community-as-togetherness , instead of basing relationality 
on (or also on) the art of the same eriod that rovides ex eriences more 
ade uate to the divided and incom lete sub ect of today. 12

Bourriaud s ork sho s that in s ite of being fre uently contradictory  as 
hen he embraces modernity and the criticality of various modes of modernist 

art, hile at the same time o ting for cosy and intimate non-con ictual 
community-building and sharing ex eriences as art  ersonal choice, even 
if one-sided, has enormous effects in society and in art. In s ite of its eak 
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oints, Bourriaud s relational aesthetics had a strong im act on contem orary 
art criticism. Bourriaud ustly ointed out that one of the essential features 
of art  any art  is and remains the establishment of communication and 
inter ersonal exchange.

4.

In the reface to The Order of Things ichel Foucault raises an issue on 
hich this ork of his is based: Bet een the already encoded  eye and 

re exive kno ledge there is a middle region hich liberates order itself . . .. 
In every culture, bet een the use of hat one might call the ordering codes 
and re ections u on order itself, there is the ure ex erience of order and of 
its modes of being. 13

his assage from Foucault can hel  us shed light on a large segment of 
Jac ues Ranci re s hiloso hical and aesthetic ro ect hich started in recent 
years to have a visible global im act not only among hiloso hers but also 
among contem orary artists and art critics.

As Ranci re ex lains in a 2002 intervie , something of Foucault s 
archaeological ro ect  the ill to think the conditions of ossibility of such and 
such a form of statement or such and such an ob ect s constitution  has stuck 

ith me. 14 hat is relevant for Ranci re in Foucault and hat recalls ant s 
transcendental hiloso hy is recisely his inter retation of the constitution of 
aesthetics, of the ay aesthetics as a conce t became ossible, thereby aiding 
in the develo ment of a general notion of art. is aesthetic ro ect consists 
of nothing less than a thorough overhaul of the current dominant theory of 
modernism and autonomous art.

Ranci re  a former student of ouis Althusser and involved in his Lire le 
Capital book ro ect ho later, like Alain Badiou, dissociated himself from 
Althusser  ublished orks on edagogy and on olitical hiloso hy, to 
become in the last decade kno n also outside the Franco hone orld and to 
become at the moment robably the most in uential continental hiloso her 
ursuing aesthetics.  In his vie   described, often re eated and some hat 

develo ed in a series of thin volumes, conference a ers and intervie s 
hich in his ords allo  him to say as much as ossible in as little s ace as 
ossible 15  Ranci re ersistently re eats a fe  main tenets of his hiloso hy 

of the aesthetic. hese are some of the central ones:
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Aesthetics is a discourse born t o centuries ago and is the condition of 
ossibility for thinking art in general. It as in this same era that art, in its 

indeterminate singularity, as first set in contrast to the list of fine, or liberal, 
arts. 1  For art to exist hat is re uired is a s ecific ga e and form of thought 
to identify it. 17 A s ecific ga e is the ga e of the aesthetic regime of art. But 

ithout having aesthetics as its transcendental condition, art ould not attain 
the singular generali ed mode hich has allo ed us for t o centuries to 
s eak about art as ell as to ose uestions about its nature and its universal 
ro erties. In this ay aesthetics has carried out a distribution of the sensible,  

that is, it develo ed the notion of art  and thus the hole field of art  in a 
s ecific ay, including some and excluding some other forms of roduction 
and creativity. hat Ranci re is after are conditions that make ossible 
categories such as art, critical art, autonomous art, etc. he aesthetic regime 
of art hich, he argues, came into existence more or less simultaneously ith 
aesthetics, has essentially re laced the re resentative regime of art hich as 
erected u on the verisimilitude of the re resentation and the re resented. he 
aesthetic regime ur ortedly re ected such a hierarchical system, allo ing 
for osmosis among elite and abstract art and arts and crafts, thereby bringing 
together under the same roof the abstractions of alevich and the Bauhaus 
ro ects or Stendhal and the Arts and Crafts movement.

Ranci re attem ted to turn aesthetics into a tool of inter retation of 
contem orary art by roclaiming modernism  es ecially of the reenbergian 
ty e  obsolete and counter- roductive for an analysis of the art of the last 
t o centuries. In his vie , the notion of modernism (a art of hich he calls 
modernitarism ) raises all kinds of roblems, such as the division of art into 

formalism and olitici ed avant-gardism or the lum ing together of theories as 
diverse as those of Adorno and futurism.

In s ite of some ersuasive arguments, Ranci re s attack on modernism seems 
roblematic and risky es ecially because it re uires a com lete reinter retation 

of the art of the last t o centuries. Ranci re claims that art is like democratic 
olitics: the ersons ho are ithout a voice in a community have to attain a 

voice, have to fight for the right to s eak and to be heard. he same is true of 
Ranci re s theory. A uestion also arises as to the delimitation of art and crafts 
in the aesthetic regime. oday nobody defends the ure  art that Ranci re 
chastises and e all agree ith him that modern art is a mechanical mixture of 
artistic (formal) and extra-artistic (heteronomous) elements.
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According to Ranci re then, there exist three regimes or modes of art, ith the 
aesthetic regime  being the one instituted by the aesthetic revolution at the end 

of the eighteenth century hen orks ere roclaimed art ithout ossessing 
the re resentational ro erties hich reviously ur ortedly distinguished art 
from non-art.

Since then, and Ranci re is uite adamant about this, the aesthetic regime of art 
stretches on into contem oraneity, disregarding issues such as the autonomy 
of art or the modernism ostmodernism dilemma, the theory of the end of art 
or that of the urity of art. All these, claims Ranci re, are issues created by the 
false su osition that modernism is a conce t rooted in historical reality and 
not sim ly an ideological notion created post festum.

5.

In his Aesthetic Theory heodor Adorno claims that the rinci le of method 
here is that light should be cast on all art from the vantage oint of the most 
recent art orks, rather than the reverse. 18

In both authors so far discussed it is obvious that their starting oint 
is contem oraneity, although in Ranci re s case this contem oraneity 
aradoxically runs through an ahistorical and synchronic continuum ithin 
hich only the starting oint  around 1800  is ex licitly noted, hich then 

stretches into an undefined contem oraneity.

erry Smith s theoretical endeavor arrants attention for he tackles the issue 
of contem orary art head-on. ike Bourriaud, Smith also a roaches the art of 
his time, only his time is currently also ours and he does not ascribe historic 
ro ortions to the current e och as Bourriaud did. Also, if the art discussed 

by Bourriaud included recent non- uro ean and non-American art, such art 
as nonetheless mostly the creation of artists ho ermanently emigrated to 
uro e and the U.S. from other continents. In Smith s case the art resented is 

more locally defined and determined, or it is ex licitly global .

Smith s ro ect  resented es ecially in his 2009 book What is Contemporary 
Art? but also in his other ublications  consists of an attem t to untangle 
the incessantly loose ends of contem orary art and to establish some common 
oints and features in hat a ears to be a umble of contradictory, excluding 

or arallel orks and events that a arently share only the title of art,  hich 
they a ro riate by being resented ithin an environment that is designated 
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as that of a museum, a gallery, a biennial or some other artistic s ace lace
location. heir shared characteristics often have nothing to do ith their shared 
locality but ith their common, related or similar conce ts. Also, if in the ast, 
as ygmunt Bauman claimed in 1989, hiloso hers ere legislators   think, 
for exam le, of egel s cannonic role in determining our erce tion of ast 
art  then they turned in recent decades into inter reters . oday even this 
role of inter reters has lost its significance, for the number of art orlds has 
become infinite. It is such a situation that makes Smith claim that universalisms 
such as modernity or ostmodernity ill not achieve totality, nor allo  for a 
sustainable com romise.

Smith s main osition concerning contem oraneity could be condensed into the 
follo ing statement: Contemporaneity consists precisely in the acceleration, 
ubiquity and constancy of radical disjunctures of perception, of mismatching 
ways of seeing and valuing the same world, in the actual coincidence of 
asynchronous temporalities, in the jostling contingency of various cultural 
and social multiplicities, all thrown together in ways that highlight the fast-
growing inequalities within and between them. 19

Smith argues that in contem orary art a attern exists bet een universal 
determination and random lurality. he attern of hich Smith s eaks 
reminds one of the set theory that Alain Badiou osits in his main ork, Being 
and Event (1988), as his ontology. he im ortant feature of Smith s theory 
is that it limits the im ort of common features to a attern hich is based on 
resemblance and not on a causal relationshi .

According to Smith, contem orary art consists of three main currents hich 
form the mentioned attern: the first is institutionali ed Contem orary Art 
( hich amounts to an aesthetic of globali ation and is related to neoliberal 
economics and art institutions), the second is a current that emerges from 
decoloni ation ithin the former colonial orlds and includes its im acts in 
the former First orld. It is ithin this current that ostmodernism is to be 
included as a segment thereof. In Smith s vie , ostmodernism  is a term 
too thin to denote this great change that is still continuing. e argues that 
ostmodernism is today but a ointer to the first hase of contem oraneity.

he outcome of Smith s theory of contem orary art is that there exist not one 
but three com lementary ans ers to the uestion of hat is contem orary 
art. here exist then three interrelated kinds of contem orary art, the essence 
of hich is raised on em irical grounds but hich nonetheless ossess some 
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broader hiloso hical characteristics. Such inter retation of contem oraneity 
and its art have often met ith criticism and denigration  as at a conference in 
2004 hich resulted in the collective volume Antinomies of Art and Culture. 
Modernity, Postmodernity, Contemporaneity (2009) here some artici ants 

atly refused to acce t Smith s claims about contem orary art.

Art is contem orary in an infinite number of ays, insists Smith, offering again 
a statement very similar to Alain Badiou s argument about set theory, here 
there is no all-encom assing mathematical set. In Badiou this truth carries 
universal ro ortions, that is, it is not only historically or geogra hically 
valid, but is instead, like ant s e istemology, valid universally. Because 
contem orary art is not only globally created and exhibited but also globally 
conce tuali ed, it is also universal.

6.

In this brief sketch I have ointed to some of the encounters of aesthetics and 
art in recent decades. hey itness that in s ite of numerous exam les roving 
the o osite, art and aesthetics occasionally become or remain artners in our 
attem ts to fathom, identify, legitimi e and a reciate art.

hat occurred ithin and after ostmodernism as a series of individual 
oetics and ex ressions. his develo ment as detected, resented and 

analy ed also by some contem orary aesthetic and art theories. I have 
noted three. he first re resents a re ection u on a segment of the art of 
the nineties. It offers a theory in a situation hen there as obviously none 
available. he second theory re resents an attem t at a thorough overhaul 
of the ruling discourse on modernity and modernism, colla sing modern 
ast and resent art into the aesthetic regime of art. he third theory, that of 
erry Smith, offers at the moment a starting oint, since for the time being it 

remains in an underdevelo ed state. It romises to think the contem oraneity 
of contem orary art ane , hich is a much needed endeavor. et me therefore 
conclude this essay ith t o ro ositions by Smith: One: Art every here 
today is contem orary in every sense.  o: oday art is still modern, in 
art, but residually so. It sees ostmodernism as a recent re ository of useful 

strategies that do not, ho ever, add u  to a hole. 20

I ould subscribe to both statements. It remains to be seen hether this theory 
of contem orary art ill ac uire a significance that ill reach beyond the needs 
stemming from the ambiguity hether today e should refer to the museum 
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A B S T R A C T

In the debate Architecture and Philoso hy  the relations, otentialities 
and critical oints  the notions of hiloso hy of architecture  and 
aesthetics of architecture  ill be discussed. he differences bet een 

traditional and contem orary hiloso hy and aesthetics of architecture 
ill be introduced. In a se arate sub-cha ter the status of theory  

and theori ing  during the times of late modernism and ostmodern 
culture ill be discussed. It has been ointed to the modalities of theory 
outside hiloso hy and aesthetics. he discourses from hiloso hy, 
humanities, free theori ing and architectural theories are brought closer 
together. In the final sub-cha ter the status of contem orary hiloso hy 
and cotem orary architecture have been discussed. he notion of 
contem oraneity has been articularly elaborated. he central thesis of 
this a er is the relation of architecture and hiloso hy, i.e. the theory 
constituent for modern, ostmodern and contem orary architecture. 

he derived thesis of the discussion is that critical theory of architecture 
and architectural yearning for critical architecture  have ac uired 
exce tional significance at the time of global con icts and, resently 
at the time of global economic crisis. he theoretical, aesthetic and 
hiloso hical attention has essentially been shifted from the immanent 
uestions about architecture (form, function, s ectacularity) to the 

external i.e. transcendental uestions about the culture and society, 
i.e. about the economy, o er, governance, su ervision, forms of life, 

exibility of architectural roduction, exchange and consum tion.
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ARCHITECTURE AND PHILOSOPHY: 
PLATFORMS OF KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION

he issues of relations of hiloso hy and architecture are the issues of deducing 
the vie s and of taking the individual vie  o osite to the general o inion. 
Deducing and taking the vie s are the forms of hiloso hical roduction. 
Philoso hical roduction is carried out according to rotocols, in rocedures 
and ith the effects of vie s, s eech and riting on architecture, namely, 
on the relations of architecture and hiloso hy as s ecial and as general 
kno ledge. Philoso hical roduction of vie s on architecture is most often 
deduced ithin the context of hiloso hy ( ith the interests of hiloso hy as a 
disci line), then, in the context of architecture ( ith the interests of architecture 
as a disci line), namely, ithin the field of the humanities ( ith the interests of 
the humanities trans-disci linary kno ledge).

In the estern tradition the difference bet een aesthetics and hiloso hy of 
architecture as made and em hasi ed during the nineteenth century and 
until the middle of the t entieth century. he hiloso hy of architecture in 
the traditional sense as understood as a vie  hich ithin itself develo ed 
the re ection and self-re ection of architecture as se arate and general 
hiloso hical issue. From diverse hiloso hical latforms there develo ed 

the hiloso hical re ections of vie  on the henomenon of architecture or 
the henomenon of the architectural ork, on the history of architecture, on 
economic and olitical sense of architecture, on the kno ledge in architecture 
or on general conce tions of architectural kno ledge, on the language of 
architecture or semiological analysis of architecture, on architecture as trade, etc. 

hese have been established from the hiloso hical latforms: e istemology 
of architecture, semiology of architecture, henomenology of architecture, 

arxist hiloso hy of architecture, analytical hiloso hy of architecture, 
deconstruction of architecture, hiloso hy of the history of architecture, etc. 
O osite to the hiloso hy of architecture, the aesthetics of architecture in the 
traditional sense as seen as a hiloso hical disci line dealing ith analysis, 
inter retation and udging of architectural orks in their sensorial modes. 
Aesthetics of architecture has been understood as a meta-theory of the theory 
of architecture , or more often, as a meta-theory of architectural kno ledge of 
forming the architectural ork. In other terms, aesthetics as seen as the meta-
theory of architectural theory of forms in a synchronous and diachronic sense.

o ever, resently, no difference has been made bet een the notions of 
hiloso hy of architecture  and aesthetics of architecture . Philoso hy 
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and aesthetics of architecture are conce tual and discursive analyses, 
inter retations, studies or discussions of the general notion or general notions 
of architecture as contem orary and historical disci line. hereby, also the 
rotocols of the humanities have been integrated into the field of aesthetics
hiloso hy of architecture hich leads to the characteristic hybridi ing of the 

theoretical otential of contem orary hiloso hy aesthetics of architecture.

et us move to another issue.

o  can one understand the vie  of architecture  he ans ers are numerous 
and diverse. he vie  can be understood as something hich is inse arable 
from the body hich thinks, namely, as a body hich deduces the vie  in 
res ect to architecture. he vie  can be understood as that which fills u  the 
body transforming it into the human Self (individuum, sub ect, he Self) in 
res ect to architecture (architectural roduct, creation ithin architecture or 
inhabiting and rece tion of architecture). he vie  is recogni ed, i.e. modeled, 
as rocessing, articulation, offer of or deriving of mental re resentations  
ty ical of the cognitive order of human mind hich is orientated to ards 
something beyond itself, i.e. to ards architecture. he vie  is defined as 
a certain and uncertain rocessing of information hich leads to ac uiring 
some convictions and beliefs of architecture or anything else associated ith 
architecture. he vie  can be understood also as that hich is other than 
body, but hich together ith body forms one actual and otential Self  of  
manifestation and action in the real and fictional orlds of architecture as 
human issue. hereby, the vie  can be an understanding, namely bringing the 
vie s into relation ith other vie s, s eech, riting or media resentation 
of architecture as concrete or ideal ob ect. hus, the vie  is identified as a 
material social ractice. et, the vie  can be understood also as that which 
(Tell Quel) is above or over the body hich in sensuality is laced into 
brackets so as that hich is termed the vie  can be re resented as only the 
view in res ect to the abstracted initial referential ob ect i.e. in res ect to 
architecture. ach of the otential descri tions of the relation of the body and 
the view is based on deduction of the individual narrative on that hich could 
be the vie  as practicing the hiloso hy of architecture. Nade da a inović, 
the hiloso her and aesthetician, oints out to the role of narrative  (giving 
an account of) as the tool by means of hich, against all facts, the effect of 
credibility can be achieved:

In a certain sense the entire human culture consists of the dilemma 
bet een the effect of the story and distrust of it.1
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hat is hy, still, the hiloso hy of architecture can be talked about as 
deduction of reliable and unreliable narratives on the vie  hich references 
the architecture, and not as the vie  itself or the relations of the vie  and 
the body. Presently, almost the general osition is that narrative is hat 
constitutes hiloso hy and that Socrates sub ect in hiloso hy is reached via 
Plato s narrative, never vice versa. It is believed that hiloso hy ensues from 
narrative. he appearance of hiloso hy is a matter of narrative choices, it 
is not the matter of hiloso hy determining narratives, but that the rotocol 
narratives form the hiloso hy of architecture. hen the British hiloso her 
and critic of architecture, Ben amin Andre 2 sub ects to the analysis the notion 

hora  laced in Plato s dialogue imaeus  in relation ith deconstruvist 
debate of architecture otentiality of the French hiloso her Jac ues Derrida, 
he faces himself and us as readers ith the hiloso hical narrative and 
its otential boundaries essential for ostmodern architecture. It concerns 
the rotocols and narratives in mutual confrontation. By confrontation of 
rotocols and narratives the hiloso hical sub ectivi ation takes lace, i.e. the 

notional a earance of Ben amin, Derrida or architect Peter isenman. Still 
further on, such and such Plato, Derrida, Ben amin and isenman, ho e 
refer to at some oint, is ust one of the choices from the deposit of meaning: 
from one com lex archeological ro ection hich seems more like a tangle 
of discourses or archive of texts than an arranged conce t of the historical 
situating of the Self event. hat is hy for hiloso hy the philosopher Plato 
or the Architect Eisenman  are not resented as a being , but as a discursive 
figure originated by grou ing different discourses in the field of hiloso hy and 
the field of architecture. hey emerge in the disturbing and hybrid languages 
and, certainly, in the events of rotocol, rocedures and effects hich rovide 
their oneness of the sub ect of hiloso hy and the sub ect of architecture, i.e. 
the intrinsic and essential illusion of their com leteness and integration in 
hiloso hical, architectural, cultural, historical and social reality is rovided.

ARCHITECTURE IN THE TIME OF THEORY: 
THEORY OUTSIDE PHILOSOPHY

The Time of theory is  termed the eriod follo ing the crisis of high modernism 
of the 19 0s, namely the eriod of decentering and deconstruction of modern 
metalanguages3 of the society, olitics, culture, technics, art and architecture. 

he time of theory begins ith domination from the outside the interior 
crisis of hiloso hy and aesthetics reached in modern henomenology and 
existentialism. O osite hiloso hy, as the integrative system theory of vie s, 
the non-systematic theoretical ractices of riting and deriving theori ing 
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inside s ecial social and cultural areas of action ere ut in lace. It concerns 
the ex erimental ractices of literature (the maga ine Tel Quel, language 

oetry), it concerns the science and theory on literature (the ale School, 
Umberto co, Roland Barthes, rard enette), it concerns the theory and 
ractice of ainting and visual arts (Support Surface grou , Art&Language 

grou ), it concerns the film theory (the French theory and Anglo-American 
film study: the maga ine Cahiers du Cinéma  and the maga ine Screen), it 
concerns the theory of gender identities (theory of gender, female studies, gay 
studies, lesbian studies, ueer studies: Julia risteva, Judith Butler), it concerns 
the theory of architecture (Bernard schumi, Peter isenman), etc. he theory, 
then, is no longer the external meta-orientated a roach to inter retation of 
art and culture, but the fragmentary contextuali ation of the kno ledge ithin 
the aradigms of culture and art. Such understanding of theory develo s in the 
heterogeneous area of theoretical roductions of oststructuralism since the 
late 19 0s until the end of the t entieth century.

he architecture in the time of theory  syntagm oints out to the debate on the 
role and functions of theory, i.e. theoretical identifications in creation, making, 
roduction, exchange and consum tion of architecture, i.e. in designing 

and execution of the form of life. Poststructuralistic theories as ell as the 
contem orary hiloso hy ith variants and hybridi ed orientations to ards the 
theory of media, theory of body, theory of identity, theory of vie , aesthetics 
of ragmatism, hermeneutics of reading, sychoanalysis of sub ectivi ation, 
technotheory, the ne  hiloso hical henomenology, cultural theories or 
hiloso hical bio olitics, create the turn from inter reting architecture as 

em irically central issue of aesthetic-formal-utilitarian-technical execution of 
the living s ace, i.e. the form of life. According to these ne  heterogeneous 
a roaches architecture as most often inter reted as a com lex multimedia 
material textual event. It is multimedia since it is erceived not only as a 
assive s ace of habitation, but as heterogeneous ideological instrument of 

constituting of interactive, living and communicational social moment and 
social reality. Architecture is material, not only by that ho  the construction 
building material is sha ed, but rimarily by being a determined social ractice 
of lanning, execution and building of social reality. Architecture is textual 
since it is structured as a system of signs in com lex communication and 
existential events of forming the human life. It is textual in that sense in hich 
the text is the mode of roduction of visual, verbal, behavioral, s atial, screen 
and ob ect meanings. It is an event as the multimedia textual manifestation 
of architecture occurs in time intervals of constitution of the individual and 
collective everyday life.
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Architecture is not an aesthetic and aesthetical ideality derived analogously to 
the conce t of autonomous modern ork of art. Architecture is an instrument 
and effect of instrumentali ation of constituting the lural (according to Jean-

ois yotard), ideologically determinable reality bet een olitical censures 
and unconscious (according to ouis Althusser). Architecture is an event of 
s ecific critical social ractices (theory of signifying ractice according to 
Jula risteva) and ositioning of the sub ect in the field of differentiation 
of sub ectivity and rationality ( sychoanalytical theories in Jac ues acan 
tradition). Architecture is a material symptom of constituting the social and 
olitical (according to Frederic Jameson4, artin Jay, Slavo  i ek, Boris 
roys), sexual (diverse Freudian and acanian traditions, cultural studies), 

customary (theori ations of archeology of kno ledge according to ichel 
Foucault), technological (according to Jean Baudrillard, Pol Virillio, F lix 

uattari) or artistic (according to Victor Burgin) discourse. Architecture is 
also a olygonal of establishing relative cultural ositions bet een civili ation 
centers and margins (from Derrida s deconstruction of meta hysics to 
ostcolonial criti ue studies by d ard Said).

Postmodern theories of architecture5  a ear as o ening u  of ost-
structuralistic a roaches ithin the social frame identifying themselves as 
ost-historical and ostmetalinguistic ones. hat means that the inter retation 

of architecture is not derived in res ect to continuous and orientated history 
of modernity develo ment. Charles Jencks rites on the death of modern 
architecture.  Inter retation of architecture is derived in relation to various 
and inconsistent historical and geogra hical architectural and artistic traces 

hich become referential ones, both for the ostmodern architect (Aldo Rossi, 
Robert Venturi, John e duk, Bernard schumi, Peter isenman, Charles 
A. Jencks, Frank O. ehry) and for the theoretician traversing across the 
henomenal or textual resentations of architecture in the field of cultural 

analysis ( eorges Bataille, Roland Barthes, ichel Foucault, Jac ues Derrida, 
F lix uattari and illes Deleu e7, Jean-Fran ois yotard, Jean Baudrillard, 
Pol Virillio, Frederic Jameson). Postmodern theory of architecture (Charles 
Jencks) rimarily deals ith the soft, eak or tangential, and that means multi-
meaningful and decentered recognition and oetical suggestion of eclectic 
cited and collage inter retation of relative contextuali ation (Aldo Rossi) and 
decontextuali ations (Frank ehry, aha adid, Daniel iebeskind) of the 
architectural ork in the ost-historical, information media or globali ing 
society in hich aradoxically there are confronted the regions, multicultural, 
international and nomadic sam les (Jac ues Derrida and Peter isenman8, 
Bernard schumi9). heoretical inter retation is nomadic, meaning that 
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it manifests itself in the ermanent relocation or delaying (différAnce) of  
the stand oints oints of vie  of architectural roduction and theoretical 
inter retation. hereby, the theoretical inter retation is not a great meta 
language of the syntheses of the ne  building canons, such like it as ith 
the architects-theoreticians of the modern ( ro ius, e Corbusier, right). On 
the contrary, it concerns the multitude of the transitory, oating and transient 
discourses hich simultaneously inter ret the uestions on architecture and 
create the atmos here of architecture in ostmodern technology time.

Architecture in cultural studies10 resents a significant sam le for studying, 
inter retation and roduction of the ossibility of demonstration of micro-
social and everyday executions, functions and effects of roduction of 
the living s ace in the global ostindustrial and ost-block orld. Cultural 
studies move from macro sociological studies of architecture as social and 
historical henomenon of hegemonous estern civili ation to the uestions 
on microstructures and micro constructions of cultural identities (geogra hic, 
racial, ethnic, regional, class, religious, gender11, generation one, etc). ith the 
discussion of the context of architecture, from the room micro cell to macro 
geo olitical urbanism, one comes to roblemati ing ho  in a s ecific artificial 
s ace diverse cultural identities are constituted, re ected or resented. For 
exam le, ho  ethnical or rofessionally status, namely gender individual and 
micro collective identities are executed derived in res ect to the rivate or 
ublic architectural s ace. Also, cultural studies roblemati e the conditions of 

transfer of geogra hical architectural identities from one culture into another. 
Cultural studies are grou s of theories having an inter retative academic 
function, ho ever, also a oetical function in architectural creation, as ell as 
the function of the actual globali ing olitics.

echno-cultural12 theories start from the global transformation of the 
contem orary orld by electronic or, meta horically s eaking, digital 
rocessing, structure and execution deriving of the ne  artificial techno- orld. 
he ne  artificial techno- orld is not a designed meta hor of the future society 

and its architecture, but the actuality itself in hich the modern man lives and 
acts. hat orld is the orld hich by means of aids (machines, instruments, 
rostheses) transcends from the hase of natural resources rocessing into the 

finished roducts and, thereafter, from the hase of roduction, distribution, 
exchange and consummation of information to the built orld of modifications 
of the human being, to the being ho is in feed-back relations ith the 
technological system. In techno theories the basic ideas are ostulated that 
the natural orld is also the human media structure or, at least, articulation. 
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Architecture is no longer inter reted as the set of roduced ob ects, but as a 
system of machines hich reali e the actual and visual existential reality of 
the human body hich becomes cybernetically integrated into the living s ace 
( illes Deleuse, Jean Baudrilard, Pol Virillio). he uestions are asked about 
the cyborg, the Virtual Reality, com lex electronic-architectural rostheses by 
mean of hich the human body becomes extended in s atial-time ossibilities 
of existence. As if the techno-theory is demonstrating ho  the historical 
architecture has become the material for soft are simulation of the real and 
fictional s ace of existence.13

CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE 
AS PHILOSOPHICAL AND POLITICAL ISSUE

Contemporary architecture is most often the term for the actual architecture, 
i.e. the architecture hich accentuates its contem oraneity. Contem orary 
architecture ha ens  no  or in the entirely immediate ast.

he contem orary architecture  conce t, essential for the develo ed 
modernism immediately follo ing the orld ar II, is based on inter retations 
characteristic for highly modernistic criticism, art history and history of 
architecture. he notion contem orary architecture has been introduced since 
the differences have been sensed among (1) formations of modernism at the 
transition from the nineteenth to the t entieth century (secession), (2) the 
emergence of modernism at the middle of the first half of the t entieth century 
(avant-garde and modernism of Bauhaus, De Sti l, Russian constructivism, e 
Corbusier), and (3) ractices of modernism at mid t entieth century (from 
the International style to ards the high and late modernism). hese historical 
differences, namely, different historical formations ere su osed to be indexed 
and redefined at a certain moment, namely se arated from the consistent 
and single-gender modern architecture conce t into heterogeneous conce ts 
referenced by the formations of modern, modernism, high modernism, late 
modernism, and eventually, contem orary art.

he so-called postmodern turn at mid-1970s and during the 1980s as based 
on the idoli ed inter retative models of the end of history , end of modern 
society 14, the end of art 15 and establishing of ost-history 1 , i.e. abolishing 
the historical understanding of art and architecture by stressing the archival 
resentation of the ast in the resent time architectural building. he time 

line of changes (of the develo ment, revolution) of the modern and modernist 
architecture has been ro ected in the spatial order of archives hich can be 
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indexed and ma ed. The historical logics of modernism as re laced in 
ostmodern by  the logics of archives17, hich is resentable as bureaucratically 

controlled and monitored ma  hich re resents, i.e. advocates for different 
diachronic manifestations in synchrony. In other terms, as if the entire 
infinitely com lex and hybridi ed ast as ro ected as the architectural and 
urban trace  in the contem oraneity here it as arbitrarily mixed u  or 
confused  ith the ro ections of the actual geogra hic architectural and urban 

cultures. hat blend of the ast and contem orary has determined the destiny 
of the ostmodern theori ing of architecture of ost-history  as the necessary 
reckoning ith the modernist historicism and as irations to ards fulfillment of 
the meaning and function of the history of modern architecture. he reckoning 

ith architectural modernism as not seen as criticism, but as deconstruction 
of modernism as a form of historicism, i.e. as deconstruction of the project of 
modernity hich a eared as a meaningful and target orientated se uence of 
movements, schools, manifestations or individual effects in develo ment of 
modern architectural idealism. In other ords, ith ostmodern theories the 
deconstructions of  historical develo ment logics  of modernism ere derived, 
although the ostmodern architects, artists and theoreticians ere extremely 
fascinated by history. o ever, for them history as a trace  or a multitude 
of  floating traces. hey dealt ith inter retations of arbitrary, dislocated and 
thereby enticing com ounds ( astiche and bricolage) of the history traces and 
the traces of actuality in hich it is ossible to link everything again, recombine 
and multi ly. Jac ues Derrida in a rhetorically em hasi ed manner ointed 
out to the significance of the conce t of dislocation  and trace . According 
to Derrida, dislocation18 is an event hich occurs hen something (trace) is 
forced out of its lace (locus) and ceases to be considered an identified lace, 
as added, in s ace (geogra hy) and time (history).

he attention of the historians, critics and theoreticians of architecture, art and 
culture as shifted during the 1990s from the history of immediate ast  to 
inter retation of contem orary architecture, contem orary art and contem orary 
culture. It as as if the identifiable and determinable world of architecture as 
ex anded into most o en and most indefinite movements ithin synchronous 
cultures and social formations, namely, as if the cultural and social formations 
took over the otentiality of the cultural olitics  transforming architecture 
into one of many cultural ractices of making, roduction, exchange and 
consum tion. he contem oraneity has sur assed the uestions on historicity 
focusing the role of the contem orary  as the ex ression or effect, namely the 
affect of contem oraneity. Instead of historical resentation of the ros ective 
of the contem orary architecture the ros ective of centered and fetishi ed 
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contem oraneity  have been introduced  the contem oraneity of architecture 
as demonstrated, a ro riated or modified testimony on no  and here . 

Being focused on contem oraneity  has been sho n by various theoreticians 
in their inter retations of contem orary art , let us for exam le consider 
the inter retations derived by erry Smith, the leftist liberal theoretician and 
historian of contem oraneity:

In the aftermath of modernity, and the assing of ostmodern, ho  are e 
to kno  and sho  hat is it to live in the conditions of contem oraneity

his is a uestion about individual being and social belonging no , about 
ho  the relationshi  bet een them might be understood these days, and 
ho  they might be re resented to others  in s eech, in texts, in orks of 
art, and in exhibitions.19 

If these Smith s ideas on contem orary art  are a lied to architecture it can 
be stated that the notion contem orary architecture  is used as the marking 
for architecture at the time of globalism, transition and economic crisis at the 
beginning of the ne  century. It concerns the architectural situation follo ing 
modernism and follo ing ostmodernism. he basic hiloso hical uestion 
is hat the substantial conditions of contem oraneity are, in hich ay 
contem oraneity can be inter reted in a criti ue text, in architectural ork or 
architectural discourses. odernity and modernism ere articulate by re ecting 
the tradition and deriving the universal actuality, as ell as by uto ian ro ection 
of the immediate ideal or concrete future. In actual theories of contem orary 
art  the synchronous moment or interval here and now is historically theori ed. 
In contem oraneity the modern  for exam le, egel s and arxist  causative 
historicism are re ected as the summary of conce ts on rogressive movement 
and develo ment of humankind, s irit and society and thereby architecture as 

ell. Postmodernist ost-historicism and ost-historicism as relation to ards the 
ast are re ected as ell. Contem oraneity is centered and fetishi ed in relation 

to the individual and collective self-conscience on its time of culture, technology, 
architecture and art. Contem orary architecture no longer has the relation to ards 
history and history of architecture, but to ards cultural contexts and geogra hical 
situations i.e. geo olitical to os of location and dislocation. See the orks of 
contem orary architecture hich annul the historical modalities and accentuate 
the dialogue bit also the con ict ith the local geogra hical, urban, olitical and 
cultural milieu: Frank O. herry Guggenheim’s Museum in Bilbao  (1991-1997), 
Daniel ibeskind The Jewish Museum in Berlin (1988-1999), Norman Foster City 
Hall in ondon (1998-2002), Steven oll Kiasma Museum in elsinki (1993-
1998), Rem oolhaas China CCTV Building in Bei ing (1999-2995), etc.
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he cultural and architectural exchanges bet een the first ost-ca italist, 
second ost-socialist and transitional, also the third ost-colonial orlds 
are discussed. Contem orary theori ing of contem orary architecture  has 
moved from the conce ts of history of architecture, su orted by aesthetic and 
oetic discourses, to the conce ts of cultural studies and, thereafter, to diverse 

critical a roaches to the olitical studies. Critic theory of architecture and 
architectural yearning for critic architecture 20 have ac uired an exce tional 
im ortance at the time of global con icts and, no adays, at the time of global 
economic crisis.21 heoretical, aesthetic and hiloso hical attention has 
essentially been shifted form the immanent uestions on architecture (form, 
function, s ectacularity) to the external i.e. transcendental uestions about 
culture and society, i.e. about economics, o er, governance, su ervision, 
identity, exibility of architectural roduction, exchange and consum tion.

In such context architecture and culture are erceived as transitional liberal 
practices hich at the global lan create the situation of the immenseness of 

henomena, events, themes, referential otentialities and relations to ard 
the local and global everyday life. At the theoretical lan there ha ened the 
s itch from history of architecture as an essential theory of architecture to 
the cultural studies of architecture and art as essential cultural theories, and 
thereafter follo ed the s itch to the theory of society. hese s itches ere 
determined by annulling the diachronic in the name of synchronous, namely, 
from the orks it as moved to the text, and from the text to the context, 
and from the context to the ractice being the field of social contradictions 
and con icts.

ith global economic crisis at the end of the first and beginning of the second 
decade of the t enty-first century, it as demonstrated that the status of 
transitional culture  and transitional society  ere not reserved only for ost-

socialist and ost-colonial societies of the second and the third orld, hich 
by globali ations should have been integrated into the neoliberal economic 
market system, but the develo ed societies of the est (the USA, U, Ja an, 
Australia) found themselves in the rocesses hich ent beyond their 
control and transformed the stable order of dominance, su ervision and state 
governance into the unex ected transitional event  of the de-territoriali ed 
net orks of cor orative interests and ca ital.22 In other terms, the very global 
system of neoliberal economic market found itself in transition, and that means 
in crisis situations and events hich could otentially lead to various and 
otentially unex ected directions of resolution. he ressure created by the 

global crisis had to exacerbate the uestions about the critical otentials ithin 
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the contem oraneity of architecture, art and culture. After ostmodern as the 
situation of real or illusionary non-con icts, architecture has again become 
the crisis and focal issue of the social, i.e. the o er, governance, control, 
standard, economics, hegemony.

Aesthetician and theoretician of contem orary art, Boris roys, in the ritings 
Comrades of ime  resents the follo ing initial uestion on the identity of 

contem orary art:
Contem orary art deserves its name in so far as it manifests its o n 
contem oraneity  and this is not sim ly a matter of being recently 
made or dis layed. hus, the uestion hat is the contem orary art  
im licates the uestion hat is the contem orary  o  could the 
contem orary as such be sho n 23

In order to ans er the uestions osed, roys mobili es and uts to use different 
meanings of the ord contem orary . e demonstrates that contem orary 
does not mean only the resence of no  and here, but also the manner in hich 
one can be ith time  unlike of being in time . Using the erman term for 
the notion of contem orary, zeitgenössisch, he singles out the meaning of the 

ord genosse  hich means Comrade , so that the notion zeitgenössischis 
is translated as to be comrade ith time  or to be comrade of time , hich 
means collaborate and interact ith time. hus, if this debate of contem orary 
art is a lied to architecture one can say that not each architecture emerging 
no  and here is contem orary, but that contem orary architecture is the one 
collaborating ith its o n time.

That hich determines contem orary architecture is not the uestion of 
aesthetic or oetic, namely, cultural style in architecture, but in the literary 
sense henomenological and functional closeness of modalities ensued from 
architecture and modalities of organi ation and reorgani ation of human life 
in bio- olitical24 technologies. Phenomenological and functional closeness is 
achieved in com letely uncertain intervals and dislocations of the real s ace 
and time hich make the actuali ed global, but not hybridi ed lanetary order. 

he global order even des ite olitically romised mass media trans arency, 
exists ith certain white and or dark stains hich cannot be read and lead to 
reason monitored negotiation and agreement.  he reason itself and the ho e 
of reason become o en to otential erverting by means of exible schemes  

hich re lace the invariant abstract olitical kno ledge  (general intellect) 
and invariance of olitical, social, cultural, architectural and art institutions 
in bio-Dar inism , i.e. in the merciless struggle for survival at the time of 
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global crisis, and that means in dialectic vocabulary the total crisis25 of the 
technologies of o er and technologies of life sha ing.

In this context it is essential also to consider the hiloso hical conse uences of 
the notion exible sub ect of architecture . he notion exible  emerges in 
one of the early ritings by Brian olmes Flexible ersonality  For the Ne  
Cultural Criti ue . he resented theses ere later on critically revised by 
him. olmes has ritten an o timistic study ith certain criticism additions, 

hereby the role of exible ersonality  has been recogni ed as the late effect 
of the anti-authoritarian  forms of emanci ation in the tolerant conditions of 
Clinton era in the USA and social-democratic soft aid in uro e. he ideality 
of exible ersonality  or exible culture  as one of really late effects 
of emanci atory ideali ing of cultural mobility  in the late modernism and 
trans-national ostmodernism. It as discussed about transcultural mobility or 
about art cultural nomadism as one of the forms of global emanci ation and 
liberation. But, it as already in the first half of the first decade of the ne  
century, that aradigms of nomadism, mobility, transcultural ere transformed 
in the ragmatic notion of exible  (changeable, ada table) in the field of 
doing business on the market. Flexible are termed those forms of life or social, 
cultural, architectural and art ractices hich are sufficiently changeable and 
ada table to survive in the conditions of bio-Darwinist struggle for survival 
in contem orary neoliberal market orientated society. Finally, olmes ointed 
out ith critical ske ticism that:  

he exible ersonality re resents a contem orary form of 
governmentality, an internali ed and culturali ed attern of soft  
coercion, hich nonetheless can be directly correlated to the hard data 
of labor conditions, bureaucratic and olice ractices, border regimes 
and military interventions. No  that the ty ical characteristics of this 
mentality  and indeed of this culture-ideology   have come fully into 
vie , it is high time that e intervene as intellectuals and citi ens.2

   
 Flexible schemes denote exible institutions , deriving the ne  exible 
ersonality , i.e. exible individuali ation and exible sub ectivi ation 
hich corres onds to the notions of the ne  exible ork  and exible 

economics   hich is often termed crisis, i.e. unstable ost-Fordist ork 27 

and immaterial ork 28 or cognitive ork  ithin unstable conditions of 
market struggle.

It is my thesis that contem orary  in relation to the time of the global economic 
crisis can be termed the s atial-time life exibility hich instantaneously 
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gets modified, ada ts itself, dislocates and tem orali es in relation to critical 
and crisis social stimuli. hereas roys, at the time of almost un uestioned 
domination of neoliberal exible and abstracted system of economic o er 

hich dictates the character of all activities, recogni ed contem orary  as 
the concord ith the time and not necessarily being in time, today amidst 
one of the eaks of the crisis  hich bet een 2011 and 2012 emerged as 
an o a ue screen to ards the future  contem orary  is identified as really 
instantaneous reaction to the catastro hically altered situation.
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ARCHITECTURE THROUGH SPORT

A B S T R A C T

e can find certain arallelism bet een architecture and s ort 
in history (Rome) and in contem oraneity ith s ectacular s ort 
as most global kind of entertainment, and recogni able s ort 
architecture as sign of its universal resence. ondon Olym ic 

ames 2012 follo ed slogan Architecture for umanity , 
adding ecological and social concern to more traditional idea 
of s ort ob ects as modern cathedrals. S ort architecture has 
become a statement, and it embodies ideology hich turns s ort 
into reason for ho e. S ort architecture is created on the field 

here standardi ation of s ace (and time) exists for more than 
hundred years, together ith concentration of o er in s ort 
associations hich, during these hundred years, changed their 
identity from civil society movements into ca ital enter rise 
institutions. Original meaning of s ort  (des ortes, de ort) as 
activity de orted beyond regular and ordinary everyday life as 
extended into ne  region of s ace and time here mass media 
entertainment is roduced. Contem orary s ort architecture 
has to follo  s ecifically s ort rules for layground s ace, and 
rules of media resence. S ort laces are s aces here massive 
audience atches the game, and ere it atches itself atching 
 to be seen by massive media audience hose virtual resence is 
erha s today the most im ortant concern of architectural design 

for s ort. 
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During the last fifty years, s ort has become a global henomenon. So has 
architecture. lobal is not the same as international: it is not managed by nation 
states system exclusively. And it is not ust a refreshed version of international 
style . It might be risky to try recogni ing global style  in these t o omni resent 
signs of unified earthly em ire. hat  there is ithout any doubt is global 
com etition: citius, altius, fortius. In this com etition, there are no reordained 
hierarchies: atar can revail over United States of America, and est Indies can 
beat reat Britain at its o n game. No authoritative center exists, but symbolic 
o er of orld s unification is felt both in architecture and in s ort.

e can find similar arallelism bet een architecture and s ort in history. Ancient 
Rome, ste  by ste  con uering the editerranean region and beyond, s reading 
around the recogni able attern of im erial architecture, and the system of games 

hich ex anded even more than Rome s territorial reach.1 At the beginning, 
games ere something im ortant for Rome s identity, but rare and s ecial, 
organi ed ust fe  times a year. At the end, in calendar there ere  more festive 
days for games than the ordinary ones. At their start, the games ere o ular, but 
humble s ectacles, if com ared ith excessive magnitude and cost they reached 

hen the m ire as o erful, and later, hen it as already in decay. Rome 
con uered other nations and cultures, but left them to live ith their culture after 
they ere believed to be o erless enough. Rome s hegemony, i.e. rule ithout 
ermanent use of ressure and violence, consisted of fe  constant illars, and 

one of them ere greater and more and more numerous s ectacles staged in 
monumental buildings. Initially, as ukian has it, s ectacles ere multi lied 
to kee  oor Roman populus in good mood, but they served for all the other 
eo les as ell, es ecially after all gro n u  men in the m ire became Roman 

citi ens from 212 on.2 Presence of s ectacles and of im erial architecture as 
a sign of o er, and symbolic sign of control over life itself. his sign as 
inviting, attractive and o ular, hich means that it served its ur ose very ell, 
much better than any ossible kind of o ressive Romani ation. ith the first 
em erors, s ectacles became rivilege of state and of the em eror ersonally: 
many of them, es ecially the gladiator games in am hitheaters, became 
com letely mono oli ed and ersonali ed by the em eror himself. he games, 
together ith a system of buildings for them, s read all over the country to allo  
each and every inhabitant to have one of them ithin easy reach and ere a tool 
of hegemony and of governance.3

oday, s ort and s ort architecture are every here, and their resence is a sign of 
belonging to global unified civili ation. Stadiums are the most visible and visited 
laces every here around the orld.4 It is ossible not to have a museum, but 

not to have a lace for s orts ould be a sign of real back ardness. he s ort 
net ork is s read all around the orld. he International Olym ic Committee 
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has 8 global s ort federations included and 204 National Olym ic Committees 
in member states  FIFA has 209 national football associations as its members. 
Currently, there are 193 members of the United Nations, hich makes s ort 
associations and football associations among them more international and global 
than any other organi ed relationshi  of global human race. S ort has become 
one of signs of the resence of global unity, and the symbol of unified global 
culture. his includes recogni able atterns of s ort architecture all around 
the orld. Not as a kind of im erial style, because there are less monumental 
stadiums, as Sir John uise S ort Stadium built and donated by China to Port 

oresby of Pa ua Ne  uinea for the 1991 South Pacific ames ( hich still 
can host 50.000 s ectators), and more monumental ones, as Rungrado ay 
Day Stadium in Pyongyang here, beside national football team and s oradic 
athletic com etitions, it is the lace of Arirang festival hich honors im Il-
Sung s birthday each A ril ith a month long gymnastic exercises erformed 

ith recision and colorful movement of masses of eo le  something ell 
kno n to those ho still remember ito s birthday  he Day of outh festivals 
at he ugoslav Peo le s Army Stadium in Belgrade on ay 25.5  Of course, 
there is also a huge number of other s ort facilities and buildings, not all of them 
architecturally meaningful or great, but in ideal com etition they all have their 
lace at the chart hich sho s a gro ing net ork of unified and standardi ed 

a earance of s ort and its s ecially designed s aces and laces.

he recent crisis and a bit older ecological and ethical concerns have changed 
s ort architecture in at least t o as ects. One as ect is that there is a move from 
eternal monumentality hich often becomes a desert after a big event has assed 
by to tem orary structures hich can artly or com letely disa ear or turn 
into multifunctional  ones. hey are not made for one use only. As exible 
and com lex structures, these s ort facilities are functional, but not as a kind 
of traditional urity : hat they ant to achieve is social res onse hich 
acce ts them. Another one brings understanding of s ort and its architecture 
as a s ace of alternative culture or at least a lace of difference from ordinary 
life. his alternative is neither radical nor revolutionary  it is ust creation of 
s ace hich is on the other side of com eting individualisms and different from 
troubled communion of labor and ca ital. his t o-fold change has a slogan: 
Architecture for humanity . It is re ected in ondon 2012 Olym ic ames 

architecture hich is redominantly sim le and built ithout desire to excel and 
er lex. ith t o exce tions to the rule: A uatic Center ( aha adid Architects) 

and Velo ark ( o kins Architects) lanned to become ermanent buildings for 
munici al recreational use. But even they, uite attractive and monumental, have 
to ay tribute to demand of lo  energy costs and overall ecological concerns. 

heir s ort use is different (cycling, B s com etition  s imming, diving etc.), 
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but they have something else in common: sim le symbolic structure  in case of 
A uatic Center it is the ater ave, in case of Velo ark it is velodrome cycling 
curve. It already got a o ular name: he Pringle . Different sources of symbolic 
sha e but the result is uite similar. Still, these symbolic structures ould like to 
ex ress Coubertin s idea that hat e need are cathedrals of s ort, because they 
have to become ne  targets of mass ilgrimage, and because they re resent a 
lace of ho e. ere, ethical concerns of s ort are directly translated into aesthetic 

result: beautiful efficiency, here everything is designed ergonomically, 
ecologically and on friendly terms ith its surroundings ( eo le and nature 
included) and financially sustainable. hat is hat is meant by contem orary 
functional architecture: it is not ust ada ted to immediate function but it has to 
sho  many social functional concerns, and at the same time offer s ort as art-
time solution to most if not all of contem oraneity troubles. Charles Jencks , 
visiting the Olym ic Village ( hich, as usual, should become ne  ondon 
neighborhood after the ames), disa ointed by the main stadium but thrilled 
by A uatic Center and Velo ark, said that it as nice to see that ondon and 

ngland decided to use Olym ic ames and their architecture for uro ei ation 
and egalitarianism. e may be right or rong, but s ort architecture has become 
a statement and more than a statement: embodied ideology hich turns s ort into 
reason for ho e in times hen there are not many other reasons. his kind of 
ideology is not aggressive as hysical culture and s ort ideologies used to be in 
times of nationalism, militarism and or totalitarianism. Aesthetically s eaking, 
this ideology, hen confronted ith realities of elite s ort or inaccessibility of 
s ort and health culture to most eo le, sounds slea y but not aggressive.

Of course, these grandiose buildings are ust the to s of the iceberg, ith 
hundreds of s ort halls and other s ort and recreational facilities built for 
schools, munici alities and other institutions, but also they mark the trend, and 
this trend is global.

But ho  can something like s ort become global, unified, and omni resent and 
even an ob ect of s ecial ty e of architecture hich makes our global culture 
recogni able and s ort something ty ically universal and monumental  And 

hat o er is symboli ed by global s ort and its architecture

MASSIVE AND FINE

First and obvious condition, ty ical for s ort during the last hundred years, is 
standardi ation of s ace. here are certain rules hich determine ho  each kind 
of s ort has to be racticed, including layground measures. here are other 
rules hich a ly, like those of security, as in other ublic buildings, but these 
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are determined by state authorities mostly. Standard sha e of s ort layground 
is, ho ever, determined by s ort authorities, and is the same for any lace on the 

arth. For most im ortant international com etitions these rules include even 
more rescri ts hich go ell beyond measurements of their laygrounds and 
determine number of seats, comfort for athletes and udges and ournalists and 
general audience, accessibility, and facilities for grand media coverage. hose 
s orts hich do not have global authority ith o er to standardi e their rules 
all around the globe, all facilities included, are not members of the family . 
Standardi ation of organi ation of s ace and of its functionality has reached 
much higher level than any other rules and rescri ts, for instance those for 
theaters or museums, hos itals and even air orts.

his leads to another condition, that of concentration of o er. here is no 
global standardi ation, including guidelines for global architecture, ithout 
global o er to install and sustain e ual rules for s ort games all around the 

orld, ith com arability of results but also ith ability to udge, unish and 
regulate, to manage and to sign good contracts. his o er gre  from a situation 

hen in different localities different s orts ere layed, rules ere loose and 
negotiable and there ere no authorities above single com etition. Basic entity 

as s ort club, and from there on, during the last 150 years, local, national, 
and finally continental and global associations ere constituted ste  by ste . 

his yramid is extremely hierarchical if examined from civil society access, 
but also extremely exible if a roached from business side. No other art of 
culture acce ted rescri tions of market and media orientation so illingly and 
so com letely in short eriod of time. S ort as the first domain to install global 
concentration of o er constructed from national civil societies  organi ations 
into global institutions ith all rerogatives of inde endent and sovereign o er 
but ithout genuine internationality hich can be constructed by nation states 
only. At s ort field the s ort la  governs as much as it concerns game itself but 
some out-of-game concerns too. For instance, universal anti-do ing control is 
done every here according to s ort associations guidelines and rules including 
out-of-com etition control and even anti-racism rules for behavior of audiences 
are modeled according to international associations and Olym ic Committee 
rescri tions. Concentration of o er in s ort created certain state of exce tion: 

s aces here legal and ca ital o er belongs to civil society associations and 
not only to nation state authorities. his does not mean that things did not change 
considerably from the first days hen s ort as more or less com letely in hands 
of clubs, athletes, veteran athletes and those ho hel ed them ith s onsorshi . 
If hundred years ago s ort o er emerged from civil society associationism, no  
it resides ithin ca ital o . Ancient s ort management consisted of veteran 
athletes and re resentatives of fans  no adays, s ort associations and clubs 
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are governed by ca ital management. S ort associations, s ort clubs and s ort 
recreation: they are all no  art of management of ca ital and their organi ation 
changed into ost-industrial uasi civil society sur lus value enter rise. Nation 
state authorities and local olitical o er enter this field ith tax ayer s money 
to roduce develo ment effects, share the glory of s ort festivals and achieve 
much cherished s ort victories for their national and local communities. hey 
fight to become olitically in uential but have to acce t s ort associations rules 
even in that res ect, as roved by con ict over Bosnia and er egovina football 
association leadershi  hich as not allo ed to a ly Dayton  idea of giving 
residential osition to re resentative of each entity for a hile during one term. 

For the sake of national success and to revent ex ulsion they had to obey global 
FIFA and U FA la  and change their football constitution, hich in this country 
could never ha en in any other domain. No Dayton in s ort.

S ort, ho ever, is not ust elite s ort covered by global media attention. ooked 
u on from this oint of vie , it resembles roverbial icebergs hich have much 
more of their structure hidden belo  ater. One of im ortant features of this 
massive structure is mass itself. ass is not ust any grou ing of eo le, not even 
if they a ear in great numbers. ass is a huge grou  of eo le re resenting 
all strata of o ulation, a mixture of different classes, sexes, ages, ethnic and 
national grou s, races etc. ass is non-stratified a earance of other ise 
stratified society and s ort is very good o ortunity for masses because it is on 
the other side of ordinary life ith its divisions and grou ing. his mixture, a 
ty ical roduct of modernity, is at the same time the nightmare of modern order, 
believed to be inclined to excess and ex losion.7 In high culture, even during 
democrati ation of culture as official olitics, mass grou ings ere revented 
or ut into frame ork of some kind of regulation. o regulate s ort masses, all 
kinds of regulations ere introduced, including architectural set-u  and actual 
fences. Architectural rules no  include urbani ation of hole areas around 
greatest s ort ob ects, including s ecial access corridors here different arts 
of audience are isolated in their a roach to events and com lete turn-around in 
resence of masses at ob ects themselves. In the old times, some fifty years ago, 

fans ere concentrated around layground, more or less in touch ith layers, 
hile socially rivileged arts of ublic ere atching from a greater distance 

and height. Ne  s ort ob ects do not allo  for direct contact bet een audience 
and s ort field and ut most rivileged eo le near layground hile masses  
are under su ervision and control, isolated in their s ecial segments and sectors. 
But, for s ort, massive resence of eo le has another characteristics as ell: that 
of huge number of real and otential consumers ho ractice s ort and therefore 
buy s ort re uisites, come to s ort events as those ho consume even more than 
roverbial urban one-day guests and are ready to ay for healthy image s ort as 
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ay of life offers. hat no  already ancient ugh efner s Playboy  and even 
his later follo er Playgirl  ro agated is that lay is first s ort and then sex 
and other leasures: one has to look good and healthy, or, one has to retend it.8 

his change of social structure on stadiums for mass s ort entertainment as 
facilitated by another characteristic hich is mentioned in connection ith 
contem orary s ort from the early days of mediati ation and on.9 oday, easy 
accessible s ort rograms are every here in virtual s ace, in every home, at 
anybody s desk(to ). x erience of s ort at the s ot became closer to that of 
theatre: to share the same hysical s ace is the elite difference if com ared ith 
lebeian and ordinary being lugged-in by media, here you can get much 

more visual and other information, s ecial su ort by image and voice to make 
even most dull events sensational and get connected ith movement from 
ers ectives hich are out of reach for those hysically resent at the event. 

One of the results of this change as that fans ( real fans , as they ould define 
themselves as o osed to those ho atch from their armchairs) are no  the 
revailing art of s ort audience at the s ot, another is that s ort facilities and 

buildings are lanned and executed ith much more care about visitors  comfort 
 and comfort of media (es ecially accessibility and visibility for cameras and 

infrastructural su ort), ith a conse uence that hysically resent audience 
a ears as re resentative  grou  for those atching from media distance, hich 
turned s ectators on the s ot into theatrical grou  a earing on V, similar to 
those ho a laud or laugh at sitcoms and other V rograms (or, if e ant to 
get atavistic, to ancient reek chorus). But those ho laugh at V sitcoms are 
usually invisible hereas s ort s ectators a ear. he hole s ort facility ith 
its architectural su ort is no  a stage. his is the most im ortant change for 
s ort because all mediati ed s orts changed their rules to make themselves both 
more atchable from the armchair and more theatrical in their hysical resence. 
Ne  s ort architecture has to su ort this total staging of the event, layers and 
audience included. And it a ears itself as monumental background, at moments 
as the front even as ith the hel  of air vie  used at the biggest events to create a 
feeling of monumentality and im ortance. As a result, even architecture is made 
not ust for the beholder ho a roaches and occu ies the building. It is created 
for the eye of the camera much more than any other kind of architecture. Is there 
any kind of architecture to a ear as globally and as often as s ort architecture  
Not even hite ouse or Bilbao museum can com ete ith football stadiums 
and grand halls of s ectacle.

Standardi ed global models, concentration of (civil society, state and 
international) o er, mass entertainment ith need to control ublic s ace and 
ublic res onse and total mediati ation: all these together are circumstances 
uite favorable for architectural a roach, but less o en for ex eriments and 
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ostmodern manifold architectural languages: even oil station can survive ith 
ostmodern architecture s a roach, including ma es, mirroring and mixture of 

languages, but s ort remises cannot. Starting from the field hich has to be 
done according to the rules, things are functionally defined, but this functionality 
does not have to be minimi ation of s ace and its sha es to bare functionality as 
in functionalism. uite contrary, monumentality no  goes together ith comfort 
and visual leasure. aken all together, s ort architecture is ex ected to su ort 
and make a earance of s ort and s ort events co-o erate as massive and fine 
at the same time.

here did this massive and fine s ort arrive from historically

DEPORTATION

ord sport is the nglish form develo ed from older French and other Roman 
languages de(s)portes, from atin deportare, a member of ell-develo ed family 

hich today includes ort, im ort and ex ort, trans ort, su ort, de ortation and 
many others. o  can s ort and de ortation belong to the same roots  Initially 
there is a verb, a movement hich involves carrying from one side to another, 
across dividing line and hich, ho ever, has its o ening hich allo s for 
assage. It involves, of course, a change of location, but together ith a change 

of location it involves a change of regime as ell: for better or for orse. In 
de ortation, obviously, change for the orse revailed, and it no  means that a 
erson as ex elled from its home  some here else against his or her ill, and 
as ut under control of s ecial regime, usually administered by the nation state. 

It is not a situation, as that of exile, but movement from one regime to another. 
It is similar ith s ort de(s) ortes: it denotes those astimes and ractices hich 
cannot enter the territory of ordinary life. Ordinary life is life ut under certain 
order, usually su orted by legislation and al ays administered by o er of 
some kind. o be inside s ace of administered order is safe but less free. Outside 
the s ace of administered order are those activities hich are not allo ed to 
enter the s ace here o er reigns but are allo ed to go on beyond its limits. 

his as a case of the theater in Shakes eare s time: it as not allo ed inside 
city alls, so it had to exist on the other side of the hames, here all other 
s orts from rostitution to ay carnivals had their lace. Revolution anted to 
get rid of theater, even art as such: it as a Puritan event. Only after lorious 
Revolution theater as allo ed inside ondon s alls. At the same time, it as 
tamed by architecture and entered its rogress to ards Italian theater model, 

here hierarchy of audience ut all visitors in their ro er laces to re resent 
society as such together ith social ca ital and social divides each stratum 
re resented and inhabited.
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S ort, ho ever, remained on the other side of order for uite some time, until 
the 20th century. And it did change its sco e from all kind of activities hich 

ere conducted ithout restraint of ublic order or realms disci line at the same 
time. hich means that s ort , at the end of the 19th century even in ngland 
could still mean an easy ay to understand the la s of mathematics, or, all 
kinds of activities e call hobbies  no adays. hat s ort  amounted to as 
not only hysical activity s ent in com etition, it covered all activities hich 
belonged to leisure time. his, by the ay, exem lifies ho  division of s ace 
(territory of order vs. territory of le dness) turned into division of time (labor 
time vs. free time), but it also makes visible ho  architecture entered s ort: as 
one of the tools hich had to turn lebeian ild and free entertainment into fine 
s ort , and at the same time allo  for its entrance into organi ed and su orted 
leisure. Organi ation of s ace, hich enters theater (earlier) and s ort (later) as 
a result of s ecific cultural turn from lebeian to fine entertainment is essential 
for modern society in hich eo le have to be free and under control at the same 
time. hey have to be free because they are ex ected to a ear on the market, 
at least ith their ability to exchange labor for ca ital, but they also have to be 
under control even during their free time to make rivate o nershi  of the means 
of roduction safe. 

CONCLUSION

he rocess hich took s ort a ay from its lebeian roots to roduce mass 
s ort recreation and s ort mediati ation, hich ut s ort under control of 
international associations turned into ca ital cor orations and hich develo ed 
s ort into global sensation and s ectacle is at the same time a rocess hich 
roduced s ort architecture as art of global investment in s ort economy and in 
s orti ation  of urban environment. hat s ort turned into rofitable business 

on grand scale and at the same time managed to become grand global s ectacle, 
are the t o fundamental moves hich changed s ort and its architecture during 
the last fifty years. During this change, it as ho ever most im ortant to kee  
and even in ate s orts  attractiveness, es ecially media attractiveness, and its 
democratic  accessibility to all strata of society, again, es ecially through 

media. e remember alter Ben amin ith his claims that masses demand 
aesthetic leasure to get as near as ossible and that they demand technical 
re roducibility of aesthetic leasure and thrill. here is no doubt that these t o 
directions sha ed contem orary s ort. But, im ortant even in architectural terms: 

o  near is near  o be near re resents a break bet een my body and the ob ect 
hich is near to it: minimal break erha s but still a break and not immediate 

access or even a direct touch. It seems that the most im ortant change in s ort 
architecture during the last decades is constant and ersistent introduction of 
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break  and ga  in s orts  ublic s ace. S ectatorshi , obviously, is so 
different from traditional resence at s ort games that it demands a ga  bet een 
audience and event even if it is near to invisible. And most of the time it is 
not invisible any ay, uite the contrary, because these breaks and ga s ere 
introduced together ith safety concerns so that these obstructions and fences 
are not ust like nglish garden s ha-ha  but real and uite visible thing. hose 

ho remember revious arrangements, some fifty years ago, could say that then 
it as ossible for audience and layers to get together immediately after the 
game came to an end. his as sometimes a k ard and un elcome, sometimes 
even violent but the need to install the line of divide did not burst out ust for 
safety reasons. It as installed to divide t o scenes hich both became so 
im ortant for mediati ed s ectacle: hysically resent ublic hich embodies 
re resentation of all the others ho atch ithout hysical resence at the s ot 
of the game and hysically resent layers. he division bet een media ublic 
and live audience demands that this division is enacted to mark the im ortance 
of media audience through re resentation. asses ant their aesthetic leasure 
to be as near as ossible but not ithout division: hat they ant is theatricality, 
and not ( hysical) absor tion. If e think about the idea behind fan grou s, 

hich are something very different from much older su orters of the club, this 
idea means glorifying  your chosen com etitor and utting it on the edestal, not 
(as it used to be) to become e ual immediately after the match, drinking beer 
together and discussing hat ent right or rong. he distancing in nearness, 
this having all at a gri  of a hand  a roach of ne  media, does not allo  
for intimate relationshi  bet een layers and their ublic. And that it is hat 
contem orary architecture takes care of as ell.

De ortation, as original meaning of s ort as being de orted from realm of 
im osed rules of behavior (scene) into realm here you can ractice hat you 
like (obscene), a lies in these ne  circumstances in reverse direction. S ort 
has finally become fine s ort  and has been arranged and administered as 
such. Being sim lified and regulated more and more to a eal to Jederman 
of edia Re ublic and turned into accessible healthy ractices of fitness and 

ellness ( hich re resent negation of s ort as com etitive oy and of hysical 
culture as trium h of collectivity), s ort is in danger of getting disconnected 
from its original background in lay. hat is lacking in recise, efficient and 
goal-oriented recreation is recisely  layfulness of s ort  hat is needed in 
enormously gro n and develo ed system of rofessional s ort, s ectaculari ed 
and divided from its audience by its architecture, is some real, cor oreal and 
sensual leasure and less of distant theatricality created by im osed limits of 
sublime s ectacle. Both s ort and architecture should not get disconnected from 
their origin: It s about body, stu id
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Antoniana in 212.
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umetnosti , TkH, 3( ), 2003, 9-81.
On criticism of Olym ic games and Olym ic movement, see: ubodrag Simonović, Olimpijska
podvala »božanskog Barona« Pjera de Kubertena (Nik ić: Univer itetska ri e , 1988) and 
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starting from global bestseller The Language of Post-Modern Architecture (N : Ri oli, 1977). 
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For t o ty ical cases on this fear of the masses hich are inevitable com onent of modern life, 
see: ustave e Bon, La Psychologie des foules (1895), available at: htt : envole.net enote
doc 20080418- ustave-le-bon- sycho-des-foules-alcan. df , and in translation as Psihologija 
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(1930), available at htt : inkmonkey.com library1 revolt df.
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his essay he ork of Art in the Age of echanical Re roduction , hich can be accessed in 
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SPACES OF DISAGREEMENT

A B S T R A C T

he text asks ho  dissent can be organi ed s atially. Although, 
taking recent develo ments in arts, architecture and urban 
lanning into consideration, the focus is ut on t o ro ects 

of the artist and architect A oloni a u ter i : the caf  KAFIČ, 
commissioned by alerie f r eitgen ssische unst ei ig, 
and the Community Pavilion in ustadt, commissioned by the 
munici ality of Bochum. Follo ing these exam les the text 
discusses the ossibilities of ho  to transmute social antagonism 
into agonism thereby creating a vibrant ublic s here that allo s 
the ex ression of com eting notions, o inions and a roaches.
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At the most general of levels, architecture and urban lanning seek to 
organi e s ace. 

o ever, hat if there is no consent ho  to do that  his is increasingly 
the case hen it comes to ublic s aces. hat if authoritarian lanning  
able to re ress con icts of interests  is not legitimate any longer  hat 
if, munici al authorities, lanning committees, entre reneurs, housing 
associations and residents are neither able to come to an agreement ith one 
another nor ithin the grou s themselves  For some years no   aside from 
architects and urban lanners  artists have been invited to find solutions 
for artici ation and inclusion. Ironically, they are uite often asked by 
architects and urban lanners to oin them. It might also be fair to say that in 
this regard art is overloaded ith ex ectations. Artists are rightly critical of 
this. he artist, ristina eko, for instance, clearly does not acce t the idea 
that art can solve roblems or com ensate for societal deficiencies and relieve 

olitics of its res onsibilities. In her vie  art cannot re lace urban lanning 
or other social disci lines . eko is interested far more in the social otential 
of art itself, hich she believes has the ca acity to generate changes in 
relationshi s and erce tions. 1 

o ever, the ex ectation that art might com ensate for societal deficiencies, 
s ecifically the disintegration of ublic life, has not merely emerged in recent 
years. his notion as already aired in 1973 at the Deutscher St dtetag in 
Bremen and featured in an as irational a er on art in ublic s aces . In 
vie  of the ongoing debate concerning the disintegration of ublic life and 
urban living s aces, edagogical and socio- olitical demands ere no  being 
im osed on art, hich as to stimulate communication, combat isolation, 
create ne  room for manoeuvre and act as a counter-balance to the constraints 
im osed by the constraints of daily life.2 A art from the fact that art is regarded 
here as an instrument of sorts, all these demands are based on the same conce t 
of ublic life: ideally it is conceived by e uals as a s here for e uals. But 

hat if this ideal entity no longer exists  hat if different socialisations have 
formed regardless of to ogra hical considerations and exist in arallel to each 
other, if an entity  is not even imaginable any more  

o discuss these issues rofoundly I ould like to take u  one exam le: the 
ork of the artist and architect A oloni a u ter i . Concretely I ould like 

to resent t o ro ects, one she did for ei ig and one for Bochum, both in 
ermany.3
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In 2009 A oloni a u ter i  and eike Schalk acce ted my invitation to 
redesign the caf  at the Stiftung alerie f r eitgen ssische unst ( f ) 
in ei ig. he ne  KAFIČ  the name that as ultimately chosen for the 
refurbished caf   as to be a lace that not only ex ressed diverse cultural 
ex eriences but here different cultures could meet, creating and sharing 
s ace ith each other. his idea as similar to that of ustadt in Bochum. 

here as also a similarity in the fact that the caf  ould o e its existence 
to so many arties besides the f   the authorities, various associations, 
munici al artnershi s and numerous volunteers. u ter i  and Schalk made 
a articular oint of orking ith grou s ho are not normally es ecially 
visible and ho have little or no s ace of their o n in ublic life. hese grou s 

ere to be ex licitly given s ace  besides being invited to contribute to the 
refurbishment of the caf  they ere to make this s ace their o n and use it 
as a meeting lace. Ultimately  again like the ustadt ro ect  KAFIČ has 
taken some time to reali e. Over the course of t o years a series of orksho s 
took lace, on to ics including the basics of furniture construction and ho  to 

ork ith textiles, hich have seen the t o artists making a series of visits 
to ei ig. Strictly s eaking the caf  is still not finished  it is still constantly 
changing even although it is already in business.

here is, ho ever, a fundamental difference bet een ei ig and ustadt in 
the commissioning client: in Bochum it as a munici al authority, in ei ig 
it is a contem orary art institution. oreover the ublicly funded ro ect in 
Bochum as much more ex osed and the financial im lications that much 
greater. his as an urban develo ment ro ect, for hich an artist as 
invited to take u  a residency and to become involved in the redesign of the 
Brunnen lat  in ustadt. For some decades no  this art of Bochum has been 
undergoing a rocess of immense transformation. Over the years it has moved 
on from the initially uto ian as irations of its beginnings in the 19 0s and has 
rogressed to ards hat might be described as a lived reality of different life 

models. oday this art of Bochum has a culturally mixed o ulace ith very 
different ideas on social co-existence. In addition to this there are the many 
assum tions, classifications and notions resented in the ress and media on 

hat it means to live in ustadt or to administer this city in a city . ustadt 
is a highly com lex eb of connections and vested interests, of olitical, 
economic, social and artistic aims  there are the needs of its residents, ho 
value lo  living costs and informal net orks, and the as irations of its local 
olitical leaders, ho are determined to raise the standard of living and to 

increase the a eal of this district as a hole for not-already- ustadters . As 
yet, in ustadt there is no viable ublic s ace here, des ite the diversity of 
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origins and vie s, residents can come together to discuss common concerns, a 
s ace that is e ually o en to all, that individuals can identify ith.

hat as the situation u ter i  found hen she embarked on her ro ect in 
ustadt  her ro ect there had to contend ith different  one might also say, 

com eting  interests and forces to those of the caf  ro ect in ei ig. For 
one thing is true of all art ro ects in ublic s aces: they are o en to criticism, 
they are ex osed  much more than in the rotected realms of an art institution. 
Different codes a ly, different modes of erce tion and a different illingness 
to engage, or rather not to engage ith an art ro ect. Art in ublic s aces is 
more controversial and sometimes even literally destroyed. At times it is used 
as a olitical football, more often it is ust ignored.

here is also the fact that ith time notions of both art and ublic s aces have 
radically changed. Although e might a laud the fact that eo le have a more 
differentiated understanding of art in ublic s aces, the overall situation has 
not become easier, because this also means that ex ectations of art in ublic 
s aces have been raised. In other ords, art that is a reciated for its o n 
sake, regardless of its surroundings, has no  been oined by site-s ecific art, 
art-in the- ublic-interest and ne -genre- ublic art.4 he demonstrative lack 
of connection bet een ork and surroundings as met in the 19 0s and 70s 

ith the ne  demands of site s ecificity, hereby the articularities of a lace, 
its situation, its history and its function all layed into the artistic conce t. 
Increasingly munici al authorities, lanning committees, entre reneurs and 
housing associations involved artists in the design of ublic and semi- ublic 
s aces, in the ho e that the urban ex erience in their city ould be enhanced 
by art, in order to foster ositive identification and ublic life. In the 1980s 
the otential of art in ublic s aces as often reduced to financially beneficial 
image and location factors. For some years no , be it in the ast or the est, 
in ermany or else here, artists have been invited to actively engage ith 
social transformation and ith the laces affected by change, to come u  ith 
ro osals for ne  uses and changes of use, and or to stimulate artici ation 

and a sense of community. he ex ectations of art in these circumstances 
are immense  in the best case scenario these days artistic, socio-cultural and 
olitical as ects come together, ublic life is enhanced, value is added and a 
articular image olicy is ursued. Interestingly, at various times each of these 

as ects individually has dominated the discourse and counter-discourse on art 
in ublic s aces: in the 1970s the focus as on ublic life er se, in the 1980s 
it as  at least in the est  on image olitics and in the 1990s it as on self-
em o erment. oday there is a drive to combine all of these as ects.
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In her ustadt ro ect A oloni a u ter i  addresses eo le and grou s ith 
idely diverse ideas and attitudes: eo le ith very different roots, ith 

assorted cultural backgrounds  students, children, young eo le, adults and 
old eo le, some ho have ust moved to the area, others ho have lived 
here for many years. u ter i s ro ect is notable for the fact that from 
the outset she took a de facto divergent s ace as her starting oint and set 
out to investigate existing (antagonistic) s aces in terms of their otential 
for a coming together in diversity. hese antagonistic s aces are olitical, 
economic, social and cultural ( hich these days also crucially includes the 
media) in nature  they interconnect and overla , they attract each other, they 
re el each other and come into con ict. ithin and by means of her ro ect 

u ter i  creates a conce tual, substantive and s atial frame ork that allo s 
individuals ( erha s for the first time) to reconsider their o n attitudes in light 
of other attitudes, to articulate different a roaches and to seek out common 
ground  ho ever tem orary that might be. he creation of frame orks that 
make this form of encounter ossible as of course not achieved merely by 
constructing the avilion that, shortly before its o ening, as suddenly the 
focus of media and olitical attention  for this as the culmination of a lengthy 
rocess that started in 2008 and continued until and beyond the inauguration 

of the big avilion  the Community Pavilion. aterial and immaterial factors 
are e ually im ortant in this ro ect: these include numerous formal and 
informal meetings ith ustadt residents, orksho s, discussions, but also 
the mobile- hone-camera ro ect ith students, the children s lanting action, 
the tem orary avilion, the caf  and no  the big avilion ith its summer 
kitchen, its elcome areas, stage and o en-air cinema. Beyond  the day of the 
official o ening also means that the ro ect is set u  in such a ay that it can 
accommodate change  hile certain functions may come to an end, ne  ones 

ill come to re lace them.

At this oint it is erha s orth mentioning that u ter i  is  als o a trained 
architect. er a roach in this ro ect has been thoroughly architectural . She 
has designed a s ace, but a s ace that is not static  it is uid and arises from and 
is altered by countless actions and movements involving numerous individuals. 

his intrinsically differentiated, multi le s ace that is fundamentally grounded 
in enri ef bvre s conce t of s ace, 5  forms the basis of u ter i s a roach. 
In her ro ect for ustadt her aim has been to create a sense of ublic life in this 
socially differentiated, multi le s ace, hich allo s individuals to negotiate 
ossible shared issues ithout having to deny differences. 

u ter i s efforts to create a ublic s ace  of course have to be, in the best 
sense, some hat uto ian. Fundamentally, her Community Pavilion and 
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various related activities constitute a statement  a ossible, contem latable or 
imaginable version of community and ublic life. In so doing she highlights 
the imaginative otential of uto ias  as alternatives to the status uo and as an 
ins iration to create societal s aces ith emanci atory energy. Interestingly, it 
seems these days that not only has uto ian thinking very much been ushed 
into the background, e have also itnessed the demise of various ro ects 
designed to romote the artnershi  of all social grou s in olitical, economic 
and cultural life. Perha s one ay of reading u ter i s ork is to see her 
concrete actions, her activities and ro ects, as a ay of allo ing a uto ia 
to momentarily loom into sight and of airing the ossibility of community-
oriented attitudes and behaviour in an increasingly diverse society. 

For the ro ect in ustadt is and ill al ays be tied to the reality of this art 
of Bochum. Peo le and grou s are addressed here hose attitudes and vie s 
are by definition olarised. Com eting notions, o inions and a roaches come 
together and go head to head  they clash and can lead to con ict. u ter i s 

ro ect has created a frame ork that makes it ossible not only to re ect these 
but also to transmute social antagonisms into agonies. his in turn, to cite 
Chantal ouffe, leads to a vibrant agonistic ublic s here  in hich different 
attitudes can be confronted ith each other and con icts are given a legitimate 
form of ex ression .  And this in turn rovides the conditions here individuals 
can discuss differences and otential common ground, here communities 
might ust stand a chance of forming. In ractical terms the situation is not 
al ays leasant, as as already a arent at the o ening celebrations for the 
Community Pavilion. he celebrations began ith a rogramme resented by 
various grou s from ustadt  from a omen s choir to a ra er. u ter i  
organised the evening rogramme, to hich she had invited other artists and 
myself as s eaker. But this second art of the o ening celebrations as initially 
dro ned out by children, young eo le and adults ho anted to lay, dance 
and sing, and ho neither had any interest in u ter i s rogramme nor felt 
like handing over their  stage to a small grou  of art enthusiasts. ou could say 
that this as the litmus test for u ter i s ro ect: after an intermediate eriod 
of mutual ersuasion and intense com etition for tem orary erformers  rights 

u ter i s rogramme ent ahead one hour later than lanned. Ultimately a 
number of ustadters even oined the audience. I even gave my lecture  no 
matter that I had to shout for the first ten minutes, ust to make myself heard. 
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ranslated from the erman by Fiona lliott

ristina eko, esellschaftliche Ver nderungen, Selbsterm chtigung und Imagination,  in: 
Schrumpfende Städte, vol. 2, Handlungskonzepte, ed. Phili  Os alt. (Ostfildern Ruit: Cant , 
2005). . 501.
On this, see also Claudia B ttner: Art goes public. ( nchen: Schreiber, 1997). .137.

his text is based on t o lectures I did on invitation of A oloni a u ter i , one about the KAFIČ 
at the f  in ei ig in 2010, and the other one about her Community Pavilion in ustadt, 
Bochum, 2011. he latter as held on the occasion of the inauguration of the avilion. An 
amended version of this lecture as ublished for Artes undi, ales.
See above all i on on on site s ecifity: i on on, One Place after Another: Site Specific 
Art and Locational Identity. (Cambridge  ondon: I  Press, 2002). 

enri ef bvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith. (Oxford: Basil 
Black ell. 1991).
Chantal ouffe, On the Politica. (Abingdon and Ne  ork: Routledge. 2005). . 4 and 7 . 
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his text attem ts to mark the difference bet een traditional, 
modern, monodisci linary and contem orary interdisci linary 
a roaches ithin the analysis of rece tion of media and artistic 
contents. onodisci linary a roaches are connected ith the 
classical basis of humanistic and social sciences hich are 
related to the definition of culture based on o osition bet een 
mass and elite culture (art). Avant-garde and linguistic turn 

ithin social sciences in the 0s reali ed re-evaluation of the 
notion of culture-culture is not seen anymore as a sum of elite 

roducts of human s irit but rather as a roduction of cultural 
meaning, i.e. as a discourse. his turn enabled interdisci linary 
turn ithin the sciences as aesthetics and art history and also 
enabled the emergence of contem orary interdisci linary 
media theory.
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In this text, I am going to attem t, in a broad historical ers ective, to mark the 
difference bet een the traditional, modernistic monodisci linary a roaches 
and the contem orary, interdisci linary methodologies in studying artistic, 
i.e. media henomena. he basic difference that se arates classic social and 
humanistic a roaches from the henomenon of interdisci linarity is a cut 
in the inter retation of the notion of culture. In modernistic key, culture is 
determined exclusively ithin the o osition: high, elite vs. mass culture. As 
o osed to this, in ostmodernistic key:

Culture is s illed all over society  it becomes omni resent even in the 
minutest, banal details of everyday life. osing the aura that it gained 
in the modern age, ceasing to signify the s ecial and the most valuable 
field of human action, ostculture backs a ay from the conce t of 
value, universality, uality, su eriority and inde endence in relation 
to the o ers of economy and olitics, becoming a s ace here they 
mingle into symbolic ans ers of different social grou s and individuals 
to their action.1

Classically, elitist and humanistic oriented inter retation of culture can be 
related to the very beginnings of  modernity forming, i.e. to the beginnings 
of constituting social- humanistic scientific disci lines, on one hand and the 
conce t of the autonomy of art, on the other hand. J rgen abermas, referring 
to the settings of ax eber, considers that the modern conce t of culture 
occurs ith the nlightenment s ro ect: culture of modernity occurs ith the 
se aration of idea of the reason from the revailing ideas of that time  religion 
and meta hysics. In the mature 18th century, once united system of classical 
kno ledge, i.e. theological vie  of the orld, is se arated into inde endent, 
autonomous fields of science, morals and art: human action, thus, becomes 
s lit into  s ecial as ects of validity - to truth, normative correctness, 
authenticity and beauty. uman cognition of the orld becomes reduced to the 
issues of ob ective, rational kno ledge, secular ustice and morals and taste. 
Additionally, rational, exact, ob ective cognition of reality becomes reserved 
for science, hile s ontaneous, irrational, intuitive and ex ressive creation for 
the autonomous  field of art ( hich is the difference that Immanuel ant ill 
define as a difference bet een the ractical mind and the udgment of taste, 

hat ill become the basis of all modernistic characteri ations of  the ork of 
art). According to abermas,

Science, theories of morals, uris rudence, roduction and criticism of 
art, could be all institutionali ed. ach field of culture could res ond 
to cultural rofession here the roblems ould be treated as a ob for 
s ecial ex erts. his rofessionali ed treatment of cultural tradition 
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brings into focus internal structures of each of the three dimensions of 
culture. hese structures are: cognitive-instrumental, morally- ractical, 
aesthetically- ex ressive rationalities, each of them controlled by a 
s ecialist, ho seems more eager than other eo le to follo  the logic 
in these s ecial fields. As a result, there is a gro ing distance bet een 
the culture of ex erts and the culture of broader audience. hat becomes 
culture, through s eciali ed treatment and re exion, does not become 
directly and necessarily the containing element of the everyday ractice.2

herefore, this is the moment  not only of establishing the modern 
understanding of culture as an exclusive and elite segment of  human s irit 
and the ractice of roduction of universal values, but also the moment of 
formation of theory of art in the modern sense. o ever, the theory of art 
im lies different s ecialist disci lines develo ed in the autonomous social and 
humanistic sciences (history of art, aesthetics, sociology of art, sychology 
of art, etc). his is a radically ne  situation, because in the late 18th and 
the early 19th century, first of all a eared the mentioned s eciali ation and 
simultaneously the metalinguistic relationshi  bet een art and culture on one 
hand, and science, i.e. the theory of art, on the other hand:  in that sense, the 
theory of art is a system of second level  language, metalanguage, hose 
goal is a rational, an ob ective, and a systematic research and ex lanation of 
the first level  language of art.3 his division bet een theory, i.e. science and 
art, is a henomenon that had not existed before the 18th century: moreover, 
before the nlightenment, it is hard to even discuss  the existence of art in 
the ay e understand it today. In the anti ue eriod, art is reduced to a 
form of manual skill, hich is a conse uence of a s ecific systemati ation 
of kno ledge of that time. he entire classical kno ledge as organi ed 
according to seven liberal arts, i.e. Septem Artes Liberales  these seven liberal 
arts ere divided into t o grou s: so-called trivium (grammar, rhetoric and 
logic) and so-called quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, astronomy and music). 
Both of these categories made a circular, com rehensive kno ledge, so-called 
paideia. Painting and scul ture did not belong to this grou  of liberal arts  
the status of liberal arts these disci lines gained in the eriod of Renaissance 

ith the occurrence of Studia Humanitatis.4 So, in this eriod, there is still 
no modern relationshi  of the se aration of artistic theory and the artistic 
ractice (metalinguistic relationshi  bet een first level language of arts and 

second level language of theory)  exactly the o osite, in the Renaissance, 
both ractical and theoretic segments of art  served the ur ose of  cognition 
of the ob ective a earance of the surrounding orld (an artist as a uommo 
universalis, and a ainting as a  indo  to the orld )  in other ords, the 
renaissance art is still, in the original sense theoretical .5
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he se aration bet een the artistic ractice and the artistic theory comes ith 
the a earance of modern aesthetics hose caring idea ill exactly be the 
conce t of the autonomy of art, in the ay that Alexander ottlieb Baumgarten 
defined it, and of course, ant:

It is only in the eighteenth century, in the kind of account develo ed in 
Immanuel ant s Critique of Judgment that e find a form of artistic 
evaluation that sus ends other evaluative stand oints-say, of utility, 

olitics or sensory leasure-from hich the content of a ork of art may 
be udged. ant does think that aesthetic values, like all values, ultimately 
are in some ay subordinate to moral values but his characteri ation of 
the disinterested  nature of the udgment of taste ca tures that res onse 
to art hich is resumably left over hen all other evaluative criteria 
are ithdra n.

herefore, there are three basic categories for establishing the aesthetic 
modernity: culture, art and the theory of art. Culture is, thus, ex erienced as 
an ex uisite ex ression of human s irit and only the elite roducts of culture 
become ob ects of interest of humanistic sciences that started their establishing 
in the 19th century. verything that does not belong to ex uisite, high art 
becomes ex erienced as a art of o ular, i.e. mass culture, hich is treated 
as less valuable. Such an understanding of culture remains a common lace 
of modernistic a roaches to the analyses of society and art,  from the right-
oriented theorists such as atthe  Arnold and Frank Raymond eavis, over 
the arxist leftist-oriented  follo ers of  Frankfurt School (above everyone 
else heodor . Adorno and ax orkheimer), to antian-established 
modernistic art criticism of Clement reenberg and arold Rosenberg:

he conce t of mass society im lied that on the historical scene the 
cro d  had come  and that the lo ering of culture as a conse uence 
of such radical realignment of the orld. Parallel ith the conce t of 
mass society as emergence of the conce t of mass culture that marked 
the ne  tendency to ards the commerciali ation and industriali ation of 
culture hose goal as the roduction of rofit.7

he modernistic conce t of culture is, thus, inse arable from the civil-
bourgeois conce tion of the autonomous art- Peter Burger, e.g. the conce t 
of the autonomous art relates to the birth of civil society. ith the con uest of 
o er of the economically strengthened civility, rises a systematic aesthetics 

as a ne  hiloso hical disci line.8

eft oriented theorists of the Frankfurt School ill, naturally, re ect such 
(civil) bourgeois conce tion of art on  behalf of the avant-garde ex eriment, 
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but a art from that, because of the modernistic relations ith the categories of 
aesthetic formalism and autonomy, they ill still be acting ithin the dialectics 
bet een the high and mass culture ( ith the difference that the masses ill be 
treated more as a victim and less as a cause of culture s decadence).9 alter 
Ben amin is an exce tion ho ill reali e the criti ue of the civil- bourgeois 
conce t of culture  through the thesis of re roducibility of modern mass media  
he ill shift the em hasis from the analysis of art ob ect to the analysis of the 
rece tion of the ork of art (and, thus, establish modern theories of rece tion, 
as ell as modern theory of media) and at the same time he ill o en u  the 

ay to ostmodernistic theories that see culture as the overall rocess of the 
roduction of meaning. Ben amin, thus, in his most uoted ork - he ork 

Of Art In he Age Of echanical Re roduction , makes a key-shift from the 
theory of art in the modern sense, to ards the analysis of the mass-media 
culture in the ostmodern sense.10

he modernistic theory of art (the hiloso hy of art, aesthetics, the history 
of art, art criticism, etc.) is seen, as in the case of aesthetics, as a grou  of 
different hiloso hical theories that deal ith the henomena of sensory 
ex eriences, i.e. sensory a areness of the facts of nature, of the real and the 
ideally beautiful , as ell as ith art in the most general sense. Aesthetics in 
its traditional form underlines:

(i)the relationshi  to ards art, in the narro  sense,  the autonomous 
notion and the aradigm of art, (ii) the s ecific kind of cognition or the 
cognitive abilities(aesthesis), or more recise, that hat a ears in an 
extraordinary form that can be udged as beautiful (callistic). hereby, 
Immanuel ant in his studies of aesthetics indicates the difference 
bet een the sensory beautiful and the sensory sublime (the intellectual 
feeling, Geistesgefühl).11

In the case of history of art it is all about constructing the narrative, hich 
deals, as its basic task, ith the reservation, classification, chronologi ation, 
determination of style, authorshi ,  authenticity of ob ects, i.e. the ieces that 
carry the e ithet of artistic . he central com onent of such investigation of 
art is a historical a roach that tends to ards the narrative reconstruction of 
the e och in hich the ork rises. In the methodological sense, the history 
of art moves from the form analysis, on one hand, to the content analysis, on 
the other hand, hereby ositivism of the 19th century tended to ards the 
absolute ob ectivity (in order to get closer to the exactness of natural sciences) 
and the scientific language urified from any kind of sub ectivism, i.e. the 
de osits of the ideological context. In short, the history of art in its classical, 
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modern form involves a disci line hich deals ith  styles, attribution, dating, 
authentication, rarities, reconstruction, detection of counterfeits, rediscovery of 
forgotten artists, the significance of aintings, etc .12 Finally, the henomenon 
of art criticism as a kind of derivative  of the history of art im lies:

he disci line that deals ith the inter retation and evaluation of modern 
art henomena, unlike the science of art history that by definition deals 

ith art from the revious historical eriods, including the one of the 
early modernism. Accordingly, the criticism is considered as the mediator 
bet een the orld of modern art, on one hand, and the orld of ublic, 
to ards hich the criticism is directed, on the other hand.13

In any case, the main characteristics of modernistic-based theory (or theories) 
of art are: 1. meta-textual relationshi  bet een the artistic ractice on one 
hand, and the artistic theory, on the other,  hich actually means that art 
and riting about art are t o com letely se arate and inde endent fields of 
action (art is intuitive, ex ressive and s ontaneous, theory is rational, exact 
and inter retative), i.e. the inter retation of art is retros ective and it comes 
after ards, after the com letion of ork of  art by the artist (the histori ation 
of art in the history of art, i.e. the aesthetic valori ation and evaluation in 
the art criticism)  2. elitist conce t of culture, hich actually means that the 
ob ect of theory s interest is exclusively art, hile mass, o -culture and media 
remain beyond its interest (the modern theory of media comes ith resha ing 
of modernistic and humanistic centered social sciences)  3. the analysis of art 
ob ect, iece, text, i.e. sychological analysis of authorshi , hile the reci ient 
and audience of the ork of art mainly remain outside the interest of the artistic 
theory  4. ositivism, hich means that theory tends to ards allegedly exact 
and ob ective scientific inter retation of artistic and cultural henomena, i.e. 
to ards a language that ould  su osedly be de rived of ideological tinges 
and articular interests  5. essentialism, hich means that there is a su osed 
universal and generally a licable determination of the henomenon of art and 
the ork of art as an extraordinary  henomenon laced ithin and versus 
the orld  . historicism, hich means that a ork of art has been analy ed, as 
Jauss noticed, due to the sum of its historical conditions,i.e. ithin  the linear 
historical narrative as a constructed chronology  7. formalism, hich means 
that the ork of art is vie ed ithin the com rehensive history of style and its 
formal a earance.14

he uestion is: hen did it come to destruction, i.e. deconstruction of such 
monodisci linary inter retations of art  here are t o central moments: the 
emergence of avant-garde in the 20th century art and linguistic-constructivist 
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turn in the humanities that occurred in the 0s and the 70s. Both henomena 
ill in uence the re ection of essentialist-ontological characteri ation of art 

and  re-evaluation of modernistic conce tion of culture.

here are numerous ans ers to the uestion in hat ay did avant-garde (i.e. 
the formations of historical avant-garde, neo avant-garde and ost avant-garde) 
reali e the criti ue of bourgeois conce tion of culture ( oliti ation of aesthetic 
s here, uto ian idea of blend of art and everyday life, artistic ex eriment, 
media interdisci linarity, aesthetic of shock, re ection  of the category of artistic 
style and its re lacement by the category of artistic movement, re-evaluation 
of art  as a social institution, etc).15 o ever, our interest here is in hat ay 
avant-garde in uenced the deconstruction of metalinguistic (meta hysical, 
ontological and essentialist) relationshi  bet een art, i.e. culture on one 
hand, and theory, on the other, hich is a central osition of monodisci linary 
a roaches in the inter retation of art. According to i ko uvaković, there 
are t o central conce ts of avant-garde that deconstruct the notion of theory 
of art in the modernistic sense: it is the theory of an artist on one hand, i.e. the 
theory in art, on the other.

The theory of an artist im lies a s ecific form of theoretical ork and 
re exion of art that is thought, roduced, ritten or erformed not any longer 
by rofessional  riters of art (historians, theorists, critics, hiloso hers) 

ithin the intellectual division of labor in the orld of art, but by artists 
themselves. In other ords, the theory of an artist is a theoretical roduction 
that does not come after ards, retros ectively, after the ork of art is 
com leted, but it is a theoretical ork that is arallel and simultaneous ith 
the roduction and creation of orks of art. oreover, it is the theoretical 

ork that constitutes the intentions of artists and the significance  meaning of 
a concrete artistic rocedure.

he theory of art, in general, emerges outside the direct demands of artistic 
creation in s ecific institutions of culture (criticism, sciences about art, 
aesthetics and the hiloso hy of art, i.e. s ecial disci lines: sychology, 
sociology or semiology of art). he theory of an artist, on the other hand, 
emerges ithin the very artistic ractice, and it is close to interests, 
intentions, conce ts, meanings and values of production of art ins ide 
the world of art. he theory of an artist, as an o en historical disci line, 
a ears at the same time as the theory of art, aesthetics, criticism, and the 
history of art during  the18th century, but unlike them, it is existentially, 
creatively and oetically related to artistic creation and ositioning of the 
artistic ork in culture.1
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he idea of the theory of an artist ill ex eriencethe most significant ex ression 
ithin the formation of historical avant-garde and neo avant-garde, since the 

avant-garde theory of an artist re ects the contextual self-intelligibility of a 
ork of art, hich is a art of the idea of the autonomy of art. Contrary to the 

conce t of the autonomy of art is the avant-garde theory of an artist erformed 
as an intertextual ractice, hich means that the ritings of artists and the 
theories of artists are not closed structures, but they are ex osed to in uences 
of other discourses and texts.17 In other ords, the theory of an artist sho s that 
art is not an isolated and self-involving henomenon, but a rocess, a ractice 
conditioned by social-historical context, i.e. culture in the most general sense.

The theory in art im lies, above all, the legacy of conce tual art of the 0s 
and the 70s hich in the s irit of demateriali ation of art ob ect  re ected the 
roduction of art as the creation of finished art ob ects ( aintings, scul tures, 

gra hics etc.), and re laced the category of ork of art ith the category of  
hiloso hical, aesthetic and theoretical discussion.18 In that sense,  ith the 

a earance of conce tualism the status of theory of art has changed: theory 
is no longer a art of subse uent and retros ective inter retation of finished  
com lete orks of art (theory as a metalanguage and a secondary inter retation), 
but the creation of theory and the creation of art become a art of the uni ue 
and  com lete rocess. he ro ects of the conce tual artists mostly do not tend 
to ards the roduction of art ob ects, but they tend to ans er the uestion: 

hat is art , and hat are the boundaries of art as a social ractice  Ins ired 
rimarily by ud ig ittgenstein s analytic theory of language, and then by 

the linguistic reversal that oststructuralism brought, conce tual artists give 
a radically relativistic, an anti-essentialist and a constructivist ans er: art is 
a form of linguistic, cultural, theoretical, ideological, historical and social 
consensus, i.e. construct. his rocess is minutely ex lained by a conce tual 
artist and a theorist Victor Burgin. Referring to the argumentation of French 
oststructuralist theory, Burgin considers that conce tual art contributed 

to a definitive delegitimi ation of modernistic canons of aesthetics and the 
history of art here the idea of the autonomy of art as im lied. Art is in 
the intertextual overla  ith the context in hich it emerges, i.e. art is not 
a concrete, autonomous ob ect, but a form of roduction of meaning, i.e. 
discourse. Conce tual art, thus, deals exclusively ith material resentations of 
the discourse of art, and it re ects the existence of the autonomous ontological 
characteri ation of a ork of art, i.e. conce tual artists subvert modernistic 
systems of the legitimi ation of art. At the same time, as it has already been  
mentioned, theory is no longer a art of a secondary language in regard to 
the artistic ractice, a art of metanarrative of the ob ective  kno ledge, but 
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rather art and theory have become a relativistic, anti-essentialist and critical 
analysis of culture in the broadest sense.19

hus conce tualism, ith its ractice of theory in art,contributed to resha ing 
of the conce ts of art and culture: art definitively lost its rivileged osition 
as an autonomous, disinterested conce t and an elitist roduct of human 
s irit and all because it became art of culture in the broadest sense. hile 
modernism inter rets culture in the context of the o osition bet een 
high and mass culture, ithin ostmodernistic key, culture is inter reted 
exclusively as a grou  of signifying social ractices  in that sense, culture 
is a com lex system of overla ing and confronting  different discursive 
formations. Art has become a ractice of analysis of a current social context 

ithin culture seen as a system of language. his is a key osition that has 
been reached by both conce tual artists and theorists of constructionist 
orientation ( rimarily, French ost-structuralism, and under its in uence, 
some hat later, British cultural studies): culture is no longer ex erienced as 
a grou  of elite artifacts that give essence  to history in general develo ment 
of human s irit, i.e. as a civili ational criteria of the highest order, a guide 
through the fog of everyday ex eriences and the banality of life 20, but the 

culture is inter reted as discourse.

Discourse is, thus, a central notion of the constructionist-relativistic theory of 
culture, i.e. of structuralist and ost-structuralist theories:

In the beginning discourse, according to Benveniste, as considered as a 
sort of statement here all the signs and traces of ex ression ere resent. 

hen, the discourse im lied the s eech out of context , that brought and 
discovered all the characteristics of o er, ideology, the nature of carriers 
of the discourse. In that sense, discourse is a s eech of a social grou , 
institution or society, thus, Faucault establishes a discursive analysis 
as a discussion  debate about techni ues of ex ression, inter retation, 
re resentation of social and historical identities of kno ledge in the 

estern culture.  ( uvaković).21

hat is ho  monodisci linary, essentialist and modernistic founded theory 
of art ex eriences its end and becomes transformed into interdisci linary 
theory of culture. Its basic characteristics have become: 1. interdisci linarity,  

hich means that modern studies of art and media are a com lex intertextual 
hiloso hical and theoretical latform that has not been a lied any longer 
ithin narro  disci linary frame ork (beauty in aesthetics, art in the history 

of art, mental rocesses of creation, and rece tions in the sychology of art, 
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etc.), but the ob ect of interest of modern theory of culture is a hole range of 
cultural henomena that a ear in the mutual overla  and hich modernism 
sa  as se arate and autonomous fields of human action (art, literature, music, 
o  culture, media, fashion, clothes, food, means of mass communication, 

etc)  2. anti-essentialism, hich means that there is no ontological foundation 
of the notion of art, but that art is a social construct, a ractice, i.e. that in our 
cognition of the orld e do not ork ith the henomena themselves, but 
our cognition of the orld is al ays mediated by language, i.e. culture  3. 
anti- ositivism, hich means that there is no absolute ob ective  scientific 
language, but the s eech al ays contains the relations of o er, so that the 
goal of interdisci linary theory of culture is a deconstruction of relations of 
o er ithin a concrete historically determined society (these relation can 

refer to class, race, gender, generation, etc.)  4. a shift in the level of analysis 
from the artistic ob ect to the reci ient. he receiver, the reci ient of artistic 
and media contents thus becomes a leading category of modern studies of 
culture, art and media.

his shift from monodisci linarity to ards interdisci linarity, from essentialism 
to ards constructivism, from the analysis of aesthetic henomena to ards the 
theory of rece tion is a rocess through hich all the humanistic disci lines 
ass: aesthetics as a science about sensory, i.e. beautiful, becomes transformed 

into intertextual theory of culture,22 the history of art becomes transformed 
into so-called  ne  art history ,23 and a modern theory of media has been 
established as a scientific disci line.24 riting about cultural henomena thus 
becomes a com lex intertextual o  through s aces of aesthetics, history of 
art, theory of media, and theory of culture, in the most general sense. 

erman theorist olfgang elsch rites about the changes that occurred 
ithin aesthetics as an autonomous hiloso hical disci line. According to 

him, traditional, monodisci linary founded aesthetics is an autonomous 
disci line, that above all deals ith the notion of beautiful, i.e. ith the general 
rinci les of art. Being such, modernistic aesthetics, des ite some exce tions, 

becomes concentrated exclusively on the henomenon of art. Basic lack of 
such  determined disci line is rimarily universal(istic) conce t of art- instead 
of the universal notion, today, e can exclusively discuss about the different 
versions and conce ts of art- classic aesthetics, thus, rimarily overlooking 
the fact that that there is no essence of art . onodisci lnary aesthetics has 
today been overcome, because in modern, consumer societies there occurs 
obvious global deterritoriali ation and reconfiguration of the aesthetic- the 
notion of the aesthetic is no longer reserved for art exclusively, but for the 
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hole everyday life ( body embellishment, creation of media-generated reality, 
etc.). oday s society is a system of domination of a media-generated image, 

here the difference bet een re resentation and simulation  has been lost.25 
Simultaneously, the ocularcentric domination of vision and seeing, hich 
is the assum tion u on hich originally aesthetics has been founded since 

eraclitus (O ), over eonardo da Vinci to aurice  erleau Ponty, 
under the in uence of media-generated s ectacle, comes to its end- ithin the 
media-generated society and in media-simulated reality it is no longer ossible 
to discuss about the hierarchy of senses  in that sense, hearing, e.g.

is being a reciated ane  because of its anti-meta hysical roximity 
to the event instead of to ermanent being, because of its essentially 
social character in contrast to the individualistic execution of vision, 
and because of its link ith emotional elements in o osition to the 
emotionless mastery of henomena through vision.2

herefore, derealisation of reality, reconfiguration of aisthesis and the hole 
ne  system of sensory sensations in modern society of s ectacles (a change 
in erce tion of aesthetic henomena), direct us to ards transformation 
of aesthetics as a disci line: the ne  aesthetics im lies the fact of different 
meanings and different contexts here the henomenon of the aesthetic occurs 
- from art, over mass media and means of communication, all the ay to 
everyday life ithin the contem orary ostmodern consumer society. Aisthesis 
has no longer unambiguous, but utterly multivalent meaning that aesthetics 
as a disci line must take into consideration. hus, it comes to overla ing 

ith other disci lines, and to institutional broadening of the frame ork of 
aesthetics as a science. Its frame ork is no longer exclusively art, es ecially 
because today the idea of the autonomy of art has largely been re ected, and 
art has become an o en media conce t, here the orks of art have lost their 
contem lative foundation. In other ords, the rece tion of art is oliaesthetic, 
and not any longer monoaesthetic, i.e. today it is ossible to discuss exclusively 
about transdisci linary aesthetics:

Finally, hat ill the structure of the disci line of aesthetics be in the 
ake of such an ex ansion  y ans er is surely not sur rising: its 

structure ill be transdisci linary. I imagine aesthetics being a field of 
research hich com rehends all uestions concerning aisthesis ith 
the inclusion of contributions from hiloso hy, sociology, art history, 
sychology, anthro ology, neurosciences, and so on. Aisthesis forms the 

frame ork of the disci line. And art is one-but, as im ortant as it might 
be, only one-of its sub ects.27
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It comes to similar changes ithin the history of art that has been transforming 
into so-called ne  art history, or, as asaslo called the im losion of 
interdisci linarity into this classical disci line , into critical , i.e. radical  
history of art. he henomenon of the ne  art history emerges during  the 
80s, hen methodological basis of the disci line as transformed. hose 
transformations include backing a ay from the historical  and formalistic 
a roaches to ards  a) arxist and Post- arxist theory of history, olitics and 
society, b) feministic theory and criticism of atriarchy and oman s osition 

ithin historical and current societies, c) sychoanalytic, rimarily, acanian 
thesis about the visual re resentation and constitution of the social and sexual 
identity and d) semiologic and structuralistic conce ts and methods in the 
analysis of signs and meanings.28

According to Jonathan arris, the beginnings of the ne  history of art are 
related to the  theoretic deconstruction of the modernistic notion of the 
autonomy of art and the modernistic conce t of the elite culture introduced 
by arxist and feminist oriented historians of art of the 70s,  such as imothy 
James Clark, i.e. Fred Orton and riselda Pollock. hese historians ill start 
defining the social, materialistically oriented history of art in deconstructionist, 
relativistic and constructivist key:

One of the first rules that have been uestioned as the rule of leaving 
out omen artists from the canons of classical history of art. No  then  
follo ed the contextuali ation of the orks of art, as ell as the issue 
of limitation of the inter retative a aratus that as excluding the 
analyses of ideological, socio- olitical, sychoanalytic, racial and class 
theories. he revailing feeling of  the70s as the fear that  history of 
art, since its beginnings, had been dominated by a master discourse or 
canon, hich, at the same time, had been s eaking from the osition of 
man and o er.29

Finally, ractically in the same eriod, there comes to establishment of the ne  
disci line, related to the modern theory of culture- the interdisci linary theory 
of media. he theory of media, as a disci line  started ith the establishment in 
the 0s, in different methodological fields: the constitutive role ill certainly be 
layed by American theorist arshall c uhan hose theses ould overla  
ith the settings of the theorist of communication arold Innis. he second 

source of modern theory of media is the theory of information that develo s 
under the in uence of cybernetics and the thinkers such as Claude Shannon 
and regory Bateson. In the end, one should also mention the hiloso hy of 
symbolic forms of rnst Cassirer and Susanne . anger.
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edia theory as it is taught in art schools, colleges and universities 
contains three main currents. he first emanates from film and 
television studies and cultural studies ith a focus on visual culture. 

he second s rings from literary studies (...) an im ortant third current 
is borne by artists roducing machine art, interactive installations and 
net ork art, but also by non-university intellectuals ho ractice 
s eculative media theory.30

o ever, a roaches ithin modern theory of media can be divided 
into:  general history of media, rimarily based on the settings of arshall 

c uhan, ho laces the accent in the analysis not on the content of the 
media message, but on the medium itself (e.g. the re resentation of reality in 
ainting is an illusionist re resentation, hile  exclusively material a earance 

of the image is hat e ex erience as a message, a medium  related to this is 
c uhan s maxima- medium is the message ). In that ay, the three levels of 

the communicative act, bet een the reci ient and the medium, are im ortant: 
the level of information (the technical level), the level of symbolic meaning 
(the semantic level), and finally, the social level that im lies the in uence of 
media on forming social relationshi s.31 c uhan, thus, makes the difference 
bet een different media due to the uantity of information that the reci ient 
receives through the communicational act via media: on one hand, there are 
cold media (they demand a certain dose of imagination from the reci ient), and 
on the other hand, there are hot media (they give full, saturated information, by 
bombing the senses of the reci ient, and not demanding his her imagination).32 

he next to follo  is a very im ortant a roach ithin the theory of media, the 
historical, that follo s the social history of different media and their in uence 
on social relationshi s in a concrete historical moment (e.g. in hat ay the 
develo ment of riting had the in uence on founding he Roman m ire in 
the old century, or in hat ay the develo ment of mass media had in uence 
on the formation of Na ism in ermany in 30 s).33 In the end, e can discuss 
about ractical or a lied theory of media hich deals ith concrete media 
forms and their s ecificities (the theory of hotogra hy, the theory of television 
and radio, the theory of ne  media, etc.). Finally, a s ecial segment, es ecially 

hen the rece tion of artistic and media contents issues are in uestion, 
re resent modern studies of audience that stem from the studies of subcultures 
develo ed ithin the British cultural studies, over the analyses of fans, the 
gender theories of audience, all the ay to the theories of virtual communities 

ithin the interactive s ace of the digital media (cybers ace, internet, video 
games, etc.).34
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THREE SEQUENCES OF SITE-WRITING

A B S T R A C T

he article is com rised of three exercises of site riting  
interru ted by theoretical and methodological intermissions. 

he se uences take the reader to a to ogra hical and exegetical 
ourney into various images, memory traces and narratives that 

treat reality as ra  material for dreaming. Ado ting architectural 
historian Jane Rendell s critical frame ork of site riting, the 
article aims at radical s atiali ation of the sites through hich 
narratives emerge, memories are revisited and ossibilities for 
the future are suggested. Site riting is not riting about s aces, 
but riting s aces, engaging the materiality of the images and 
the henomenological encounters ith them through s atiality 
and ositioning of the images. hus, images become sites 
through hich the narrative unfolds.

he image-sites that form the three key se uences include 
the uxta osition of t o to ns- ars and iumry- in urkey 
and in Armenia res ectively in a ay that the images of the 
to nsca es neither comment, nor re eat, but double each other  
a ourney through os Angeles  estin Bonaventure hotel and 
its relationshi  to the body and the landsca e  and a reading of 
the latent ossibilities of the material in artist as er ovit s 
landsca e aintings and installations.  
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INTRODUCTION

Several months ago I s ent a roximately four months trying to rene  my 
ass ort through the mbassy of Armenia in Beirut. hile aiting before 

the a  I thought I develo ed a rofound understanding of the ay in hich 
bureaucracy calls for a radically embodied self. hile aiting before the 

a  to receive my ass ort, not getting ans ers to numerous hone calls, 
connecting my heartbeat to the dial tone and the antici ation of a voice on 
the other end of the hone cord, and my voice changing from trembling 
and leading to a forceful baritone, I understood that the abstraction and 
disembodiment of the sub ect as it gets inscribed in bureaucratic uagmires 
re uires a radical exaggeration of the body s sycho-somatic res onses: it calls 
for a body that ex eriences ain and leasure, a ulsating anxiety and ubilant 
leasure before the a . hus, the administration of the sub ect does not 

take lace at the ex ense of the elimination of the body self, but recisely 
through a forceful embodiment.

In afka s Parable Before the a , Jose h . s ends a lifetime in front of the 
gate to enter the a , but his entry is re eatedly revented by the gatekee er 

ho has a shar  ointed nose, a fur coat and a thin, black artar s beard. As 
Jose h . gro s old, he shrinks hile the gatekee er gro s taller. Finally his 
eyesight gro s eak, and he does not kno  hether things are really darker 
around him or hether his eyes are merely deceiving him. But he recogni es 
no  in the darkness an illumination hich breaks inextinguishably out of the 
gate ay to the a . No  he no longer has much time to live. Before his death 
he gathers in his head all his ex eriences of the entire time u  into one uestion 

hich he has not yet ut to the gatekee er. e aves to him, since he can no 
longer lift u  his stiffening body. he gatekee er has to bend ay do n to him, 
for the great difference has changed things considerably to the disadvantage of 
the man. hat do you still ant to kno  no  asks the gatekee er. ou are 
insatiable.  veryone strives after the la ,  says the man, so ho  is it that in 
these many years no one exce t me has re uested entry  he gatekee er sees 
that the man is already dying and, in order to reach his diminishing sense of 
hearing, he shouts at him, ere no one else can gain entry, since this entrance 

as assigned only to you. I m going no  to close it. 1

 
As disem o ering as it might be to ait at the gate of the a , Jose h . s 
antici ation is both a s atial and a tem oral deferral of the a  that might 
o en u  some olitical ossibilities for the constitution of sub ectivity. his 
tem oral before  maintains the exteriority of the a  and constructs it as an 
ob ect, against hich the time of d elling osits a livability ossible only for 
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as long as the a earance of the a  is ost oned.2 But the a  is to ology 
as ell. It is a locali able s ace that comes only before and after, but never 
coincides ith the sub ect s resence. 

hat interests me here, ho ever, is not so much the ay in hich the abstract 
a  renders itself o erful because the decaying body of Jose h , s ends 

a lifetime at its gate, but the ay in hich the a  renders itself visible  an 
image that never fully materiali es. As his sight diminishes, a  a ears to 
Jose h . as a form, an illumination hich breaks inextinguishably out of the 
gate ay to the a 3 to hich he is denied entry. he a  is exteriority that 
a ears as an image, a form, only hen one no longer sees. he image through 

hich the a  renders itself visible is in turn governed by a set of conventions. 
Derrida oses the a  as a convention that constructs the narrative as literature, 
and the ork of inter retation that the reader is engaged ith. Is the reader 
ositioned at the gate ay of inter retation  Is s he in the text or outside or it 4 

I ould like to extend the uestion of inter retation to the reading of images. 
o  do e recogni e images  hat are the conventions that define something 

as an image  o  do e confront the visual that, according to eorge Didi-
uberman, defies the visible, and yet, is not invisible 5  Are e inside images, 

outside of them, or do e s end a lifetime on their threshold, neither able to 
leave nor to enter  

SEQUENCE 1: THE PRECARIOUSNESS OF RECOGNITION

he m ire ro ects itself as an image first and foremost through architecture. 
It scars a landsca e by building u right standing structures in an attem t 
to re roduce the rovinces in its o n image. Architecture is a structure of 
edification, but edification embedded in the ro ection of the im erial o er 
marks the other as ultimately not entirely edifiable and as al ays lacking the 
erfectly u right osture that ould characteri e the im erial sub ect ro er.  
he m ire s image is both a hantasm calling for identification ith it, 

but also an otherness that cannot be com letely incor orated in the sychic 
economy of the im erial non-sub ect. Architecture simultaneously re ects 
and erforms the ambiguity of hantasmal ro ection, of recognition and 
misrecognition, identification and misidentification, ith the site from hich 
the o er emanates.

he day after the battle is for the administration of things: the sar calls 
for his master lanners, im orts ornamental motifs that are signifiers of the 
im erial glory and rushes in cartogra hers to redraft the existing ma s. But 

214
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the architectural mirroring of im erial structures emanating from the center 
onto the rovinces emerges as a sli age, hemorrhage, a bastard child of the 
original , and a distorted image. hus the ro ection of the im erial o er as 
an image is a a ed one. In the tem orality through hich the image of o er 
travels from the center to the rovinces, hat remains of it is merely its shell, 
an ornament that betrays its original mission.  he architecture of the rovinces 
re eats and doubles the im erial glory, but this uncanny doubling roduces an 
abyss, a hollo ness that refuses to feed back into the image through hich 
o er attem ts to render itself visible. If the relationshi  demanded bet een 

the m ire and its sub ects is one of love and fidelity, architecture is the la  
that institutes that bondage. 

o to ns are se arated by a gorge and a no  sealed border. I as born and 
gre  u  in one, and only heard stories from my grandfather about the other 
from here his arents had to esca e in the early t entieth century. ars, a 
to n in astern Anatolia as of strategic im ortance for the Russian m ire 
in several consecutive ars ith the Ottomans: 1828, 1855 1877 and the orld 

ar I. he to n became the center of the governorate of astern rovinces 
after the Crimean ar hen the Russian m ire took hold of it in 1878. he 
s ecific architecture of the rovincial center that develo ed throughout the 
late nineteenth and early t entieth centuries as to house the bureaucratic 
organs of the m ire in order to administer the daily lives of the rovincial 
sub ects. his architecture of black and ink orous tuff, hose austere forms 

ere occasionally unctured by delicate eld ork or ooden ornamentation, 
emerged as the re lica of nineteenth century Russian im erial architecture. 

et, its ra  materiality, its fragile resistance to ards delicate hand ork 
because of the recarious orosity of the stone, betrayed its infidelity to the 
original . Nineteenth century Im erial architecture of sarist Russia in turn 

had develo ed as an amalgam of the structure of traditional Russian i bushka 
(hut) and French Belle Epoque neo-classical elements im orted by Peter the 

reat  that dedicated uro hile ho forced his boyars to shave off their 
barbarian  beards. 

hese stone houses often had t o stories and a ooden balcony, most of them 
located on the slo e of the hills and extending to ards the to . It is these 
hills that define the to ogra hy of the to n. Right after securing ars as 
its stronghold in astern Anatolia in 1878, the m ire brought in architects 
and urban lanners to transform the southern lateau of the city into a ne  
to n surrounded by alls ith multi le to ers. A ne  Russian church as 
immediately built, together ith single level s acious sho s, most of them ith 
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black tuff and tin roofs, often ainted in hite or ink. In official Armenian 
historiogra hy one reads: 

he union of ars ith Russia as of a ma or rogressive significance. 
Similar to astern Armenia s earlier unification ith Russia, this art 
of the country also started en oying rogress in economy and culture

a  and order as instituted, and the inhabitants became ex osed to 
incom arably higher and more develo ed Russian culture.

iumry, the to n I gre  u  in, is se arated from ars ith a gorge, a river 
and no  a blockaded border. From the very first day hen the Russian troo s 
marched into the Ararat valley in 1805, they con uered the to n from Persia 
and used it as a strategic oint to occu y the entire valley as ell as ex and 
to ards the ast, the rovinces of the Ottoman m ire. he ords of a 
nineteenth century enlightenment riter hachatur Abovian still have ghostly 
reverberations: Blessed be the hour hen the Russian foot ste ed on the 
Armenian soil. 7 

ars and iumry shared an often uite mobile o ulation of Armenians, 
reeks, Je s and idis, and in many ays, ars as built as a re lica of 
iumry. After the Russian con uest, the city as named Alexadra ol after 

Alexander II. It is here that most of the o ulation of ars emigrated to 
bet een 1915-1920, during the massacres carried out by the Ottomans.

As I gre  u  in iumry, I itnessed its many layers (the Russian, the Soviet, 
the ost-Soviet) converging and clashing, as if it as a battle of various asts 
enacted u on architecture. o ever, this symbolic battle as not merely one 
bet een various ideologies of the ast and ideals for the future. A natural 

Image 1. ars, urkey. Photogra h by Angela arutyunyan. Image 2. iumry, Armenia. Photogra h by Aras O gun, 2009.
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disaster in 1988 came to the aid in this symbolic battle by erasing much of the 
Soviet landsca e and ex osing the nineteenth century sarist to nsca e in its 
nakedness. But I never sus ected that iumry had its uncanny double until I 
arrived to ars in 200 . And it as not the childhood stories of my grandfather 
than I had already filtered through a critical distance and disidentification, but 
the very materiality of the city that arrested me, before I could even enter 
into its semiotic structure. he familiarity of the lace as not based on 
associations triggered through the em irically constructed s ace that go along 
the lines of this reminds me of , but the horror of the double (Image 1 and 
2). In Freud s sense, the uncanny is an aesthetic notion, a notion that ertains 
to the uality of feelings  triggered by the uality of things. e says that 

he uncanny  is that class of the terrifying hich leads back to something 
long kno n to us, once very familiar  (heimlich). But the familiar is stretched 
to such an extent that it ambiguously reaches its o osite  the unheimlich in 

hich the refix -un is the token of re ression. 8  

he doubling of the t o to ns not only in the sense of architectural sameness, 
but also the exactitude of their afterlife creates double ghosts: the ghost of the 
em irical re etition and the ghostly re etition of this ghost in the afterlives of 
the t o to ns. But the uncanny is also rofoundly connected to narcissism in 
that the doubling s rings from self-love, from the desire to ro ect oneself to 
eternity (afterlife, soul, ghost, etc.). he o er of the m ire renders itself as 
a hantasmagoric image through architectural doubling, a narcissus absorbed 
by its o n image in a er etual resent that demands love and fidelity from its 
sub ugated others. But the ambiguity ith doubles, as Freud has been telling 
us, is that they turn from reassurances of eternity (ghosts, souls) to the ghastly 
harbingers of death.

Intermission

In ou ell e  architectural historian Jane Rendell offers site- riting , a 
s atial narrative constructed through to ogra hical fiction and existing visual 
codes ithin a s ace informed by sub ective ex eriences.9 But the s ace 
itself is never a given but comes into being through the embodied ex erience. 
Site- riting is not riting about s aces but riting s aces, engaging ith 
images through their o n intrinsic materiality and s atial ositioning. It is 
not an ek hrasis, but an exegesis that o ens the images to the ossibility of 
seeing and un-kno ing and kno ing and un-seeing. xegesis does not form 
a discourse that invents the ob ect in its o n image, but if need be, resigns 
before the image that exceeds both the inter retation and its o n materiality. 

he to ogra hy of the image is not the to ogra hy of our em irical s ace. 
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It is dreamlike to ogra hy in hich various s atialities and tem oralities 
converge, overla  and clash. It is a dream ork in a Freudian sense, understood 
as a condensed s ace time in hich sheds are  ut together . he s ace of 
the image and the s ace of the dream ork collide in yet another sense: they 
both offer visual intensity that is com rised of contradictory, clashing and 
overla ing com osites, and yet take the referent as a material for the dream
image ork.

SEQUENCE 2: THE SPACE UNDONE

Po er demands its material su ort. he re ective surfaces of skyscra ers 
conceal their structure and materiality ith the romise of infinite virtuali ation. 

heir substance a ears as nothing but their o n a earance, the surface that 
re ects the surrounding ith the effect of infinite regression and mirroring. As 
a hall of mirrors it ro ects a sublime resence of effortlessness. he skyscra er 
is a myth of a historic necessity and a natural order of things, t o sides of 
the same coin. he ostmodern skyscra er ro ects itself onto other surfaces 

hile being constituted by these surfaces as a hologra h, a ure trans arency 
of instant materiali ation and de-materiali ation. he skyscra er is connected 

ith other structures through bridges and under asses, it is a ure net ork that 
e itomi es the net orked structure of the only ertinent ideology of our times: 
that of the global financial system. 
 
I arrive to estin Bonaventure hotel do nto n os Angeles, and enter the 
labyrinthine ma e of the lobby through a half-concealed and lateral entrance 
on Figueroa street that rovides a closure to the hotel rather than an o ening. 

he lobby seems to rovide the only foundation u on hich the four dis ointed 
glass to ers hover, sus ended bet een the ground and the sky (Image 3). he 

Image 3-4. estin Bonaventure otel, os Angeles. Photogra h by Angela arutyunyan, 2012.
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lobby is also the only alkable s ace in the entire structure here other ise 
dis ointed arts are connected through do ens of elevators and escalators. One 
can go u  in an elevator in each of the four disconnected to ers that s ring u  
from the atrium. In an attem t to restore the coordinates of bodily orientation, 
each to er has its o n coded color to guide the visitor to hotel rooms. ach 
to er has one and a single referent: os Angeles itself ith its s ra ling 
net ork structure (Image 4). 

ach and every time I am com elled to document my ourney to the t enty 
forth oor and back to the ground oor lobby. ach ourney is different since 
the elevator ill sto  on different oors to carry other guests, thus the rhythm 
of the video ill change u on these sto ages. In addition, there are at least 
t enty ossibilities to make different videos from various vantage oints and 
angles. he ourney consists of t o arts: firstly the elevator shoots through 
the ceiling of the enclosed atrium in hat seems to be a much faster ace 
because of the closeness of the alls and other structural elements to the glass 
shell of the elevator. he ace of the ourney seems slo er and the osition 
of the onlooker becomes ano tical once one leaves the o er Circle  (in 
Dante s sense) of the material structure and a ears sus ended bet een the 
ground and the sky, surrounded by the s ra ling city. he do n ard ourney 
is more dramatic, and reverses the dialectic bet een o enness and closure: 
the ourney culminating in the inferno  of the hotel lobby ith the elevator 
literally s lashing into the artificial lake. 

I am constantly in the image, the image that ro ects its glittery surface as a 
hantasmagoric s ace of inclusion, yet excludes those ho inhabit the other 

side of do nto n os Angeles  the homeless, the drug addicts, alcoholics, 
former inmates, drag ueens, ho d ell under the bridges and in the riverbed. 

et, hile in the image, I ant to externali e it, to s lit myself from it and to 
regain my body that has been violently turned into a re ection. It has been 
de rived of its ca acity to move freely and is being carried through automated 
devices such as elevators and escalators. Or rather, I ant to e ect myself out 
of the image by utting the burden of seeing on the camera eye. 
 

hile I am bet een the visual tra  I submitted myself to and the critical 
distance I force myself to inhabit, I recall Fredric Jameson s aragra hs on 

estin Bonaventure. For, Jameson locates a radical ru ture ith modernist 
architecture that inhabits the surrounding citysca e ith its uto ian romise as 
a dis unctive ro osition for a different aesthetics of living than the surrounding 
environment can accommodate in the resent. Instead, John Portman s 1977 
building seeks to s eak the  very language of its surrounding environment , 
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its lexicon and syntax , and acts as a o ulist insertion into the city fabric
As a total s ace, it corres onds to a ne  collective ractice  something like 
the ractice of a ne  and historically original kind of hy er-cro d. 10

he escalators and elevators that occu y a s ecial lace in Jameson s 
descri tion as ell as in Portman s architecture, e itomi e hat Jameson calls 
a dialectical heightening  of the rocess of narrativisation of architecture that 

the visitors have to fulfill. e continues: It seems to me that not only do the 
escalators and elevators here henceforth re lace movement, but also and above 
all designate themselves as ne  re exive signs and emblems of movement 
ro er... ere the narrative stroll has been underscored, symboli ed, reified and 

re laced by a trans ortation machine hich becomes the allegorical signifier 
of that older romenade e are no longer allo ed to conduct on our o n. his 
is a dialectical intensification of the autoreferentiality of all modern culture, 

hich tends to turn u on itself and designate its o n cultural roduction as its 
content. 11

Jameson s rinci le oint is that in ostmodern architecture, as it is e itomi ed 
in Portman s iconic building, the body is forced into heightened mobility 
alongside ith the infinite mobility of other signs and semiotic systems that 
define the s ace, but the tra ectories and ace of this movement are al ays 
already rescribed by automated devices that carry the body. It is no longer the 
body that organi es its o n erce tual s ace and ma s itself onto it. It is no  
the s ace that carries the body through and ithin it and ma s cognitively 
the body s  osition in a ma able external orld. 12 he im lications of 

this dis oining are much more rofound than sim ly the relationshi  bet een 
the body and the built environment. hat is at stake is a roduction of the 
sub ectivity ithin this ne ly net orked hy ers ace and hich re ects the 
inca acity of our minds, at least at resent, to ma  the great global, multinational 
and decentered communicational net ork in hich e find ourselves caught 
as individual sub ects. 13

Intermission

he to ogra hical a roach to images as material sites demands that the site-
riter investigates the osition s he occu ies in relation to images, the locations 

these images are inscribed in and refer to and the s atial issues they raise, not 
only conce tually and ideologically, but also materially and emotionally, in 
order to rite texts that locate the s atial themes triggered by an encounter 

ith images in ritten form.14 Not only the beholder, the riter ositions 
herself and her body in relation to images, but the ay images are encountered 
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becomes significant. It is almost like the ob ective chance of the surrealists: a 
détournement of discovering the marvelous: a redetermined contingency that 
cannot ha en other ise but at the same does not have to ha en. According 
to Jane Rendell, site- riting or to ogra hy is a constant move back and forth, 
bet een the inside and the outside  the images ith hich the riter engages 
invite her inside but also define her as al ays external.15

riting images as sites is to enter into a labyrinthine ma e here the narratives 
are laced inside one another, and here one is to get lost. Site- riting defies 
the art historical search for the truth of the referent and resemblance, and by-
asses the architectural and tem oral coordinates of the mausoleum (museum) 

in hich images are fixed and the s ace is re-configured. he domain of the 
images is the rein of the inotaur that tra s the one attem ting to enter the 
ma e of interlacing s atialities. ere I am not offering a reading of images 
that rovides a rational ex lanation of their iconogra hy, catalogues stylistic 
references or attem ts to locate factual truths, but I am ro osing to s end a 
lifetime before artistic images, the ay in hich Jose h . s ent a lifetime 
before the a . But instead of a lifetime s ent, I am ro osing an exegesis 
that o ens u  the images to a multi licity of meanings but also, to ards the 
im ossibility of kno ing that defies the myth of their omni-translatability.1

SEQUENCE 3: EFFACING TRACES OF LABOR 

Narrative ainting has been one of the greatest causalities of the t entieth 
century. First it as overcome by modernism as a vestige of the Ancien 
Regime for the sake of ainting s trium hant reduction to the hysicality of 
the medium as the culmination of its teleological evolvement. hen it as 
deconstructed by ostmodernism because of its ideological connotations, and 
has rarely marked a comeback under ost-medium conditions. 

In her recent book Under Blue Cup art historian Rosalind rauss attem ts to 
salvage the medium as technical su ort by those ractitioners ho re-invent it in 
the ost-medium oblivion brought about by installation art and the institutional 
criti ue of the hite cube. Several years ago rauss under ent extensive 
mnemonic thera y to re-learn to connect signs ith signifiers after aneurysm 
 a condition hen an ex loded artery launches a cataract into the brain 

disconnecting syna sis and ashing the neurons a ay. 17 aking this recovery 
as a meta hor, she argues for the memory of the medium is a set of rules, a 
unified discourse for a given eriod that is both recalled and reinvented. Unlike 
the reenbergian formalist reductionism of the medium to the hysicality of its 
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su ort, rauss asks the uestion of the ho you are  of the medium in terms 
of technical su ort. I am substituting technical su ort  for the traditional 
idea of the medium  technical su orts are generally borro ed from mass 
cultural forms like animated films, automobiles, investigative ournalism, or 
movies  hence, technical  re lace the artis anal  materials of the guilds. 18 

rauss  knights of the medium  include d Rusha hose technical su orts 
are automobiles, illiam entrige hose elaboration of animation by means 
of ainstaking erasure  recalls the memory of the medium, and aroun Farocki 

ho foregrounds the video s editing bench , amongst others.19 Ultimately, 
rauss strives to salvage the visual from its obliteration by those ractices 

that harness a fundamental distrust to ards the ontology of the medium. If 
the technical su ort is the discursive unity  of a given e och, the ay in 

hich the checkered board served as a su ort (in the sense of roviding a set 
of rules) for the Renaissance linear ers ective, can landsca e become such a 
su ort for narrative ainting in the ost-medium condition  Can the narrative 
be told through the very materials that it inhabits  

Artist as er ovit  orks consistently eave a single narrative. o ever, 
this is a narrative that has a multi licity of aths and a variety of stories 
de ending on hich ath the beholder takes. It is as in a fairy tale here the 
rotagonist faces several aths and has to choose only one based on ure 

chance or intuition. ere a rational choice is of no hel , but the aths chosen 
are those that lead to a manifest destiny. ovit s landsca e aintings and 
three-dimensional orks that su ort these narratives, ho ever, are not about 
a story, but they are a story. One could call them surviving images  that carry 
the memory of the medium, and yet re-invent it ith their latency and tenacity.  

he various narrative aths that one takes in these landsca es are trails in 
dense forests, foot rints on ice lakes, tracks in abandoned gardens and roads 

Image 5. as er ovit , Ice ouse. Still 
from the video. Nova Scotia, Canada, 2010. 
Courtesy of the Artist

Image 6. as er ovit , Common Prayers - eucharist Bu ard Roost  ake reen-
ood SC , encil on discarded under-bed, 2000. Courtesy of the Artist.
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in villages trodden by those ho ursue manifest destiny, or no one at all.  
In Icehouse of 2010, the landsca e literally becomes a su ort structure that 
sustains the encil dra ings gra hed on the all during ovit s t o- eek 
stay in a trailer on an icy lake in Canada, but also literally bears the artist s life 
su orts  the ice house and his body (Image 5). ere the relationshi  bet een 

ovit  and the landsca e is one of trust. But the danger of trust and the danger 
of medium s ecificity are, as Stanley Cavell tells us, inherent in the ex erience 
of art and the ex erience of inhabiting the resent.20

ovit s landsca es of memory are unctured or i ed through by an intrinsic 
element that is e ected out of the landsca e, yet belongs to it. he tension 
bet een a seeming harmony and its disturbance, the serenity of landsca es and 
the traces of violence and history contaminating  them is articulated at the 
level of the materials and forms.  hese landsca es have been violated doubly: 
being turned into a at image through mechanical re roduction (he al ays 
takes a ostcard or a hotogra h as a starting oint), they are consigned to the 
nomadic life of exchangeable signs, but they also bear traces of the desire for 
con uest. Nevertheless, there is no original innocence that they can regain.

he series Common Prayers is based on an old ostcard of Bu ard Roost  
ake reen ood in South Carolina. hat comes first is Common Prayers-
ucharist of 2001  a encil dra ing on a dirty under-bed (Image ). ere the 

fragile outlines of the landsca e gra hed ith encil on a discarded under-bed 
are unctured by stains embedded ithin the material. hese outlines carry the 
memory of the stain, yet they reinvent the medium through their accidental 
character. he artist ex lains that he thought of the ork as the tabula rasa  
that land-takers  (in this case Puritans) ho ed to find. ucharist  is referred 
to in its ancient reek meaning of hanks iving , but also as a religious 

Image 7. as er ovit , Common Prayers - all the friends I ever had are gone 
Bu ard Roost  ake reen ood SC , cutout re-formed olyethylene ond, 2001. 

Courtesy of the Artist.
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term for the most significant magical transformation around hich the rite of 
a mass is centered.21 But this tabula rasa revokes the ab ect as it has been 
already stained by those slee ing on the under-bed. his is follo ed by 
Common Prayers: Recreation, hich is a failed attem t at reconstructing the 
landsca e in its three-dimensionality. he final iece in the series Common 
Prayers  All the Friends I ver ad Are one (Image 7) transfers the outlines 
of the landsca e on cutout- reformed olyethylene that forms a ond. he 
matter contained ithin the curvilinear frame becomes a negative image of 
the hotogra h of the original landsca e. he ond is unctured by a hole 
that serves as the unctum of the image, belonging to it, yet creating a caesura 

ithin the still recogni able form of the landsca e. 

As yet another attem t at recreating the landsca e in its three dimensions, the 
ork moves further a ay from the found ost-card. he landsca e is rather no 

longer re resented, but becomes a technical su ort that recariously holds the 
forms together. ovit  claims that there is an obviousness that signifies a state 
for him, here the closer one gets to recreation the further one gets a ay from 
it at the same time. e uotes the oet Phili  arkin ho, hen ans ering 
the uestion hat have you learned from other oets  in an intervie  for 
the  1982 Paris Revie , re lies: NO  O B  AFRAID OF  OBVIOUS.  

ovit  further states: erriam ebster has obvious  as: 1) archaic: being in 
the ay or in front, and only 2) easily discovered, seen, or understood. I ke t 
and kee  revisiting this oetic scare in my ork and it holds a fascination for 
me, but also comes ith a sense of dread, of utter de arture, of reaching an end 
and feeling the cold of utter loneliness. 22

In Neversink (2011) the landsca e of Neversink Dam in Ne  ork goes 
through a multi licity of dimensional transformations in such a ay that it 

Image 8. as er ovit , Neversink,  cold  rolled steel i e, ength: 42  9 , 13m 29cm, idth: 13  4 , 4m 
7cm ight: 8  4 , 2m 54cm, 2011. Courtesy of the Artist.

Image 9. as er ovit , 
Rate our Progress, Schoharie, 
Ne  ork, 2009. Courtesy of 
the Artist.
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no longer re roduces the Cartesian coordinates even in its three-dimensional 
s atiali ation. ovit  chooses a ostcard of the Dam (the s ace rendered as 
a re roducible t o-dimensional image), then transfers the outlines of the 
landsca e back onto the third dimension. o ever, this double translation 
betrays the actual landsca e as a referent since the ork that emerges is a ma e 
of discreet lines, a result of tracing  (both in a sense of technicality and as a 
trace) that envelo es the vie er s body (Image 8). he doubly transformed 
three-dimensionality a ears as strange, vertiginous and da ling since it both 
romises reconstitution of the familiar s atial coordinates but then ithdra s 

that romise. he rigid frame su osed to rovide a su ort structure, a 
grounding to regain the Cartesian coordinates, clashes ith the intensity of the 
moving lines, the lines that run through the unyielding outlines as its electrified 
nervous system. 

Rate our Progress (2009) is based on a re roduced image of a ungle in 
Vietnam cleared due to a fallen bomb (Image 9). he forest that ould 
other ise see no light becomes an index in the three-dimensional rendering 
of the image here the referent colla ses. hat is left is the ex erience of the 
lace  an ex erience that has not been lived. he six constructed alls cannot 

contain matter violently uncturing the alls and aggressively threatening the 
vie er s entry. 

ovit  uses ost- ainterly materials to make aintings: fox s urine, bear scat, 
ine sa  and coffee, amongst others. But these materials carry the traces of 

narratives in them, or rather  they are hat I ould call aradox-materials 
since they oint to a referent that has esca ed (Image 10). hey function as 
indexes ointing to a story that has disa eared, as if from a crime scene. ere 
the story is not to be found behind the ainting, but in the o acity of materials, 

Image 10. as er ovit , Parime Ponce de eon , 
oxblood on a er 29 5 8  x 22 11 1 , 75.2 x 57. cm, 2010. 
Courtesy of the Artist.

Image 11. as er ovit , No 
title  coyote urine  2008  9 1 2  x12 
3 8, 2009. Courtesy of the Artist.
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as visually trans arent as these might seem. he romise of the trans arency 
of the sign as roviding a key to decoding the ainting runs against the o a ue 
materiality of the image. But often, the aradox-materiality of the landsca e 
(as a technical su ort) through its thickness, but also elusiveness conceals 
the image from immediate visibility. hus, the beholder is to ull the image 
out of its latency so that it enters the domain of the visual. his visuality in 
turn is ha tic in that the vie er s body brain is activated in the rocess of the 
materiali ation of the image by ulling it out of its latency (Image 11). he 
landsca e as technical su ort holds the recariousness of the image that is yet 
to materiali e but at the same time is on the verge of colla se. his re uires that 
the vie er gets closer to the ainting to enetrate its materiality. he vie er is 
com elled to visually cro  and cut it, to exercise violence over it, the violence 
of the ga e that has a ca acity to frame that hich has been already re-framed. 

et, the intrusive order of the ga e surgically intervenes into the very matter of 
hat romises a coherent and instantaneous visual consum tion. he vie ing 

sub ect, in turn, is s lit bet een the desire to com rehend the hole and the 
need to break it a art. his is the long duree of the image, its tem orality 
exceeding the hysicality of its medium.
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